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ABSTRACT
Bamunavita Gamage, Sahan Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2013. Improving
Virtual Machine I/O Performance in Cloud Environments via I/O Functionality O↵loading. Major Professors: Dongyan Xu and Ramana Rao Kompella.
In recent years there has been a rapid growth in the adoption of cloud computing. A key technology that drives cloud computing is virtualization. In addition
to enabling multi-tenancy in cloud environments, virtualizing hosts in the cloud environments has made management of hardware resources increasingly flexible. An
important consequence of virtualizing hosts in the cloud is the negative impact it has
on the I/O performance of the applications running in the virtual machines.
In this dissertation, we address the important problem of alleviating the negative
impact of virtualization on I/O of the virtual machines. First, we show that virtual
machine scheduling negatively impacts the TCP throughput in virtual machines and
o✏oading TCP congestion control functionality to the virtual machine monitor layer
can significantly improve the TCP throughput on the transmit path. Second, we
discuss a lightweight system, which o✏oads selected TCP functionality to the virtual
machine monitor layer to improve TCP throughput for full-duplex TCP connections
in virtual machines. This system called vPRO integrates the aforementioned congestion control o✏oading system and an existing system, which o✏oads the TCP
acknowledgment functionality to the virtual machine monitor layer. Finally, we show
that, when a cloud application running in a virtual machine moves data from one
device to another without any transformations, o✏oading the entire I/O processing
to the virtual machine monitor layer can avoid most of the virtualization associated
overheads and hence improve the I/O performance of the application.

1

1 INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is one of the most tranformative technology trends we have witnessed in recent years. The impact of cloud computing has caused the enterprises
to rethink the way they create, manage, and evolve their applications. Enterprises
are migrating their applications to the cloud infrastructure mainly due to the economic and management benefits o↵ered by the cloud. At the same time, companies
o↵ering innovative Internet services no longer need to invest in building datacenters
themselves or require manpower to operate the datacenter. Instead, they can rely on
public cloud o↵erings which provide infrastructure for the pay-as-you-go model [1].
Economically, there are two main advantages of using cloud computing services
for businesses instead of maintaining their own hardware and software. First, it
gives the businesses the ability to dynamically provision and remove the resources
as necessitated by the demand. So they only need to pay for the resources that are
actually required to keep the service operational at a satisfactory level. Second, the
cloud service providers will maintain and manage the infrastructure as well as the
software services o↵ered by them, so the customers (i.e., enterprises) do not need to
spend their capital expenditure on buying the hardware and software systems required
for their business and spend their operational expenditure on maintaining them.
The services o↵ered by the cloud computing can be mainly categorized into three
fundamental models which can be viewed as the layers of the cloud software stack.
The top layer of the cloud computing services are the cloud applications, commonly
known as software as a service (SaaS) model. In SaaS model, the cloud platform
o↵ers software to customers via Internet and the cloud service provider maintains the
customer data associated with the service and the required software licenses. The
middle layer, known as platform as a service (PaaS) model, o↵ers frameworks or
computing platforms to the customer to develop, execute and maintain their cloud
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applications. The third and the most basic layer is the infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) model where the cloud provider o↵ers computing infrastructure to the customer
as a service.
Virtualization serves as one of the key enabling technologies of cloud computing.
It allows abstracting the hardware resources of a physical host into software entities
and partition these resources into a set of individual isolated resource containers,
called virtual machines (VMs). These virtual machines can run their own individual
operating systems (OS) and application stacks, so the cloud provider can host the
cloud applications in them, instead of hosting in physical machines. A thin layer
called virtual machine monitor (VMM) is responsible for managing the hardware
resources among several VMs and enforce isolation and fair usage of the resources.
Among the three service models, the use of virtualization is a notable aspect in
the IaaS cloud services (e.g., Amazon EC2 [2], GoGrid [3], and Windows Azure [4]).
The customers of the IaaS cloud services are provided with a set of VM specifications
which are not particularly tied to specific host or set of hosts. Instead, the resources
are specified to the customer in somewhat abstract form. As an example, Amazon,
a leading IaaS provider, specifies the VMs’ CPU resources in terms of EC2 compute
units [5]. The cloud infrastructure software handles the mapping of the customer
specified resources to one or more hosts in the data center. Once the VMs are provisioned by the cloud provider, customers can use these VMs to host applications
or instances of services such as web servers, data analytic systems, e-mail servers
etc. Commonly, the charging model for this kind of services is based on the resource
specifications of the VMs and the amount of time the VMs stay running in the cloud.
One important advantage gained by virtualizing the computing infrastructure is
the ease of management. Since the VMs are software entities, operations such as starting, stopping, pausing, and snapshotting the execution state of the VMs are fairly
straightforward to the operator. Also since the VMs depend less on the underlying
hardware, services such as VM migration [6] can help to balance the load on hosts as
well as to commission and decommission hosts for maintenance purposes. Another
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key advantage of virtualization is that, it enables the cloud provider to accommodate
multiple virtual machines in a single host. This practice known as VM consolidation,
allows multiplexing of hardware resources among multiple VMs, which leads to higher
resource utilization and increased scalability of the cloud infrastructure. This is beneficial to the cloud provider as well as to the customers; i.e., providers can benefit
by making the maximum use of the infrastructure and the customers can benefit by
paying only for the “slice” of resources they use.
The sharing of the same CPU by multiple VMs is a common practice in VM consolidated environments to achieve scalability. Even for modern multi-core systems,
the mapping from cores to VMs is not always one-to-one in order to achieve flexibility, scalability, and economy of VM hosting. However, traditional operating systems
hosted in these VMs (known as guest OSes), their I/O subsystems, and networking
protocols such as TCP, are built under the assumption that the guest OS has the
full control of the host machine and has immediate access to the hardware resources.
Under virtualization and VM consolidation, these assumptions no longer hold. Specifically, the VMM layer oversees the access to the hardware resources by the VMs and
the VM scheduling can delay the VMs’ access to the CPU. Unfortunately this CPU
access latency causes negative impacts on I/O performance in the VMs which in turn
a↵ects the overall performance of many cloud applications.
At the same time, the extra software layers introduced by virtualizing the host
impose performance penalties for I/O processing due to the longer path involved in
handling I/O events [7]. Since all the VMs running inside the virtualized host are
accessing the same set of I/O devices (storage controller, network interface card etc.),
the VMM has to multiplex and demultiplex I/O requests from the VMs and responses
from the hardware devices [8]. These operations either involve copying data between
the VMM layer and the VMs or using shared memory between the VMM and the
VMs, both computationally expensive operations. Additional overhead also incurred
due to the frequent protection domain switching between the VMM layer and the
guest OS when processing high frequent events such as incoming network packets
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from high speed network interface cards (NICs). Recent research has focused on
developing techniques to either alleviate some of these overheads [9, 10] or bypass the
VMM layer and allow VMs direct access to I/O hardware [11]. However, a substantial
amount of overhead caused by device virtualization still exists and there are still many
opportunities to reduce the overheads introduced by the virtualization layer.
Meanwhile, most modern applications hosted in the cloud environments are increasingly becoming I/O intensive – primarily due to the popularity of frameworks
such as MapReduce [12] for large data processing, social networking web sites which
store and analyze user generated content in the cloud, online cloud storage services,
and scientific data processing frameworks such as MPI [13] in the cloud environments.
Recent advances of research in the areas of efficient CPU sharing [14, 15] and memory sharing and compression techniques [16,17] have enabled the cloud infrastructure
providers to consolidate more number of processing intensive VMs in a single host.
However, due to the overheads incurred in handling I/O, VMs are resource overprovisioned to compensate the additional processing required for I/O. This on one
hand costs more for the “tenants” of the cloud, since they require allocating more
resources to compensate the I/O processing overhead and on the other hand is less
economical for the cloud provider, since the I/O devices in the host may not be fully
utilized due to the VM scheduling delays and and device virtualization overhead.
Therefore, an important challenge is to alleviate, if not eliminate the I/O processing
overheads in VM consolidated cloud environments, which would benefit both cloud
providers as well as customers of cloud services.

1.1 Thesis Statement
This dissertation addresses the challenge of alleviating the negative impacts of
virtualization imposed on I/O intensive applications in the cloud. The fundamental
technique we propose in this dissertation to alleviate the I/O processing overheads
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due to virtualization is o✏oading key I/O processing functions, which are negatively
a↵ected by virtualization, to the VMM layer.
The thesis of this dissertation is as follows: Host virtualization and virtual machine consolidation negatively impact the I/O performance of virtual machines and
o✏oading I/O processing functionality of the virtual machines to the virtual machine
monitor layer can significantly improve the I/O performance of virtual machines and
hence the overall application performance.
1.2 Contributions
The contributions of this dissertation are as follows:
• We demonstrate that virtual machine scheduling as the main culprit which
negatively impacts the TCP throughput of virtual machines. To alleviate this
problem on the transmit path of the TCP, we propose a system called vFlood.
This system performs TCP congestion control functionality at the VMM layer
on behalf of the VMs and allows the VMs to opportunistically flood TCP packets
to the VMM layer to improve TCP throughput on the transmit path.
• We develop a lightweight integrated solution called vPRO that o✏oads protocol responsibilities of TCP from the VMs to the VMM layer in order to mask
VM scheduling delays from TCP and thereby to improve the TCP throughput
of VMs. vPRO integrates vFlood and vSnoop system [18, 19], that improves
throughput in the receive path of TCP, to provide an integrated solution to
improve TCP throughput for full-duplex connections common in cloud applications.
• We propose a new application programming interface (API) for cloud applications to o✏oad the I/O processing functions of their data moving operations to
the VMM layer. This system, called vPipe, eliminates the unnecessary processing steps due to virtualization in the I/O path. Also, with vPipe system, the
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I/O path incurs the least impact from the VM scheduling, since the entire data
moving operation is carried out in the VMM layer.

1.3 Dissertation Organization
This dissertation contains six chapters. Chapter 2 discusses the design, implementation, and evaluation of vFlood system. Chapter 3 presents the vPRO system, which
integrates vFlood and vSnoop systems to provide a lightweight integrated solution for
o✏oading protocol responsibilities from the VM to the VMM layer. Chapter 4 discusses the vPipe system which performs I/O processing o✏oading to the VMM layer
to avoid virtualization overhead for applications involving data moving operations in
cloud environments. In Chapter 5 we discuss the related work and we summarize the
dissertation and highlight potential future work in Chapter 6.
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2 OPPORTUNISTIC FLOODING TO IMPROVE TCP TRANSMIT
PERFORMANCE IN VIRTUALIZED CLOUDS
2.1 Introduction
The practice of VM consolidation, used by many cloud providers (e.g., Amazon, GoGrid) to improve the scalability and the resource utilization of their cloud
infrastructure, exploits the availability of modern commodity multi-core and multiprocessor systems that facilitate easy allocation of resources (e.g., memory and CPU)
across multiple VMs. Recent trends indicate a rapid increase in VM density : In
a recent survey, about 25% of the enterprises in North America indicate that they
already deploy 11-25 VMs per server, and another 12% indicate as high as 25 VMs
per server [20]. We believe that technological advances such as techniques for the
sharing of CPU [14,15] and memory [17, 21] among VMs will only catalyze this trend
further, leading to even higher degree of VM consolidation in the future.
Meanwhile, many cloud applications tend to be communication intensive. The
reason lies in the wide adoption of distributed computing techniques such as MapReduce [12] for large-scale data processing and analysis. In addition, many scalable
online services (e.g., e-commerce, Web 2.0) hosted in the cloud are often organized
as multi-tier services with server load balancers redirecting clients to web frontend
servers, which in turn interact with backend servers (e.g., database, authentication
servers). These applications involve communication across multiple VMs in the datacenter, and thus the application-level performance is directly dependent on the network performance between the VMs.
Unfortunately, recent investigations [18, 19] suggest that the two trends above
are directly at odds with each other. Specifically, the practice of sharing the CPU
by multiple VMs negatively impacts the VMs’ TCP transport performance, which in
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turn a↵ects the overall performance of many cloud applications. In particular, with
multiple VMs sharing the same CPU, the latency experienced by each VM to obtain
its CPU time slice increases. Furthermore, such CPU access latency (tens/hundreds
of milliseconds) can be orders of magnitude higher than the typical (sub-millisecond)
network round-trip time (RTT) between physical machines within a datacenter. Consequently, the CPU access latency dominates the RTT between two VMs, significantly
slowing down the progress of TCP connections between them.
Due to the closed loop nature of TCP, VM CPU sharing can negatively impact
both the transmit and receive paths of a TCP connection. On the receive path, a
data packet may arrive at the physical host from a remote sender in less than a
millisecond; but the packet needs to wait for the receiving VM to be scheduled to
process it and generate an acknowledgment (ACK). In [18, 19], Kangarlou et al. have
proposed a solution called vSnoop, in which they place a small module within the
driver domain that essentially generates an ACK for an in-order data packet on behalf
of the receiving VM under safe conditions, thus causing the TCP sender to ramp up
faster than otherwise. They have demonstrated that this approach can e↵ectively
improve the performance of network-oriented applications.
On the sender side, because of CPU scheduling latency, the sender VM can get
delayed in processing the TCP ACKs coming from the remote receiver, which causes
its congestion window (and hence the sending rate) to grow slowly over time. At first
glance, it may appear that this problem is quite similar to that on the receive path,
and hence, we could devise a solution similar to vSnoop. However, notice that for the
receive path, vSnoop could easily fabricate the ACKs in the driver domain since they
are generated in response to data packets that already contain all the information
necessary (mainly, sequence number) for generating the ACKs. Unfortunately, the
same cannot be done on the transmit path since the driver domain cannot fabricate
new data packets on behalf of the VM and only the VM can undertake this task.
Thus, a straightforward extension of vSnoop will not work on the transmit path.
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Of course, the principle of getting help from the driver domain is still logical even
on the transmit path. However, given we cannot change the fundamental fact that
only the VM can generate the data packets, the only other recourse then is to create a
situation that encourages the VM to generate a lot of data packets and transmit them
quickly. Achieving this is not easy though, since the VM itself will generally adhere
to the standard TCP congestion control semantics such as slow start and congestion
avoidance, and hence, cannot send too many data packets at the beginning. This
behavior will continue even if the receiver advertises a large enough window, since
a normal TCP sender is programmed to behave nicely to flows sharing the network
path.
To address this problem, we propose a solution called vFlood, in which we make
a small modification to the sending VM’s TCP stack that essentially “o✏oads” congestion control functionality to the driver domain. Specifically, we install a small
kernel module that replaces the TCP congestion control functionality in the VM with
one that just “floods” the driver domain with a lot of packets that are subsequently
bu↵ered in the driver domain. The driver domain handles congestion control on behalf of the VM, thus ensuring the compliance of TCP semantics as far as the network
is concerned.
There are two other challenges that still remain. First, bu↵er in the driver domain
is a finite resource that needs to be managed across di↵erent VMs and connections
in a fair fashion. Thus, no one connection should be able to completely occupy all
the bu↵er space, which would prevent other connections from taking advantage of
vFlood. Second, there has to be a flow control mechanism between the VM and
the driver domain that would prevent the VM from continuously flooding the driver
domain. This is especially important for connections that have low bottleneck network
capacity. To solve the first problem, we propose to use a simple bu↵er allocation
policy that ensures some free space to be always available for a new connection. We
solve the second problem with the help of a simple backchannel through which the
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driver domain can easily communicate with the VM about when to stop/resume the
flooding.
We have developed a prototype of vFlood in Xen [22]. Our implementation of
vFlood required only about 1500 lines of code, out of which 40% was reused from
Xen/Linux code base. Using this prototype, we performed extensive evaluation at
both TCP flow and application levels. For the flow-level experiments, vFlood achieves
about 5⇥ higher median TCP throughput for 100 KB flows compared to the vanilla
Xen. Our application-level evaluation with the Apache Olio [23, 24] Web 2.0 benchmark shows that vFlood improves its performance by 33% over the default Xen.
While we have so far discussed the receive and the transmit independently, in
general, a given VM may have some TCP connections that are transmit-intensive,
some receive-intensive, and some which involve both simultaneously. Thus, in a real
system, we need an integrated version of vFlood and vSnoop. A curious question here
is how an integrated version compares with vFlood or vSnoop alone, i.e., whether the
resulting benefits are cumulative or not. We have also implemented a simple pipelined
integrated version of vSnoop and vFlood in our prototype system, and our evaluation
(with vSnoop only, vFlood only, and vSnoop + vFlood configurations) shows that
they do indeed yield orthogonal, non-counteracting performance improvements, with
the integrated system improving the performance of the Apache Olio benchmark by
almost 60% compared to about 33% by vFlood alone and 26% by vSnoop alone.

2.2 vFlood Motivation
We motivate the problem and the need for vFlood using an example shown in
Figure 2.1. We first focus on the “vanilla” case shown in the figure on the left. In
this scenario, we consider three VMs labeled VM1-VM3 sharing a CPU. Assume a
TCP sender in VM1 is transmitting packets to a remote TCP receiver not in the same
physical host. In this case, according to the standard TCP semantics, the TCP sender
will start conservatively with one (or a few depending on the TCP implementation)
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Figure 2.1. Illustration of TCP connection progress with vanilla VMM
and with vFlood-enabled VMM.

packet at the beginning of the connection. In many VMMs (e.g., Xen), a data packet
passes via a bu↵er that is shared between the VM and the driver domain (e.g., the
ring bu↵er in Xen). Once the driver domain is scheduled, it will transmit the packet
on the wire towards the TCP receiver.
Since each CPU scheduling slice is typically in the order of milliseconds (e.g.,
30ms in Xen), and network RTTs in a datacenter are typically sub-millisecond, the
ACK packet may arrive quite quickly but may not find VM1 running at that instance.
Consequently the packet will be bu↵ered by the driver domain. Later when VM1 gets
scheduled, this packet will be consumed. Unfortunately, as shown in the figure, this
delay could be as high as 60ms if both VM2 and VM3 use up the entire slice of 30ms
(as in Xen). Once the ACK packet arrives at VM1, VM1 will increase its congestion
window according to the TCP slow start semantics and will send two new packets.
Assuming network RTT is 1ms, the ACKs for these two packets may arrive 1ms later
from the network, but they may have to get bu↵ered until VM1 gets scheduled to
process them further.
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As a result of this additional scheduling latency, the progress of the TCP connection is severely hampered. Had there been no virtualization, the TCP sender
would have doubled the congestion window every 1ms during the slow start phase
thus ramping up quickly to the available bandwidth. Under the VM consolidation
scenario with 3 VMs and CPU slice of 30ms, we can see that in the worst case the
TCP sender doubles congestion window potentially every 60ms. Extending this argument to the TCP congestion avoidance phase, we can find that every 1ms (true
network RTT), TCP will grow its congestion window by 1 MSS, whereas the same
may happen every 60ms due to the additional latency of CPU scheduling among the
VMs. The slow ramp up of the connection will negatively a↵ect the overall TCP
throughput, especially for small flows which spend most of their lifetime in TCP slow
start. Recent studies on datacenter network characteristics [25, 26] indicate that the
majority of flows in datacenters are small flows, suggesting that the impact of CPU
sharing on TCP throughput is particularly acute in virtualized datacenters.

2.2.1 Possible Approaches
We now discuss some possible approaches to address this problem. We group
them into three categories depending on the layer at which the approach resides.
TCP

At the TCP layer, one possible approach is to turn o↵ TCP slow start com-

pletely, and start with a reasonably high value for the congestion window. While it
may mitigate the problem to some extent, this approach will lead to a congestion
collapse in the network as each connection, irrespective of the congestion state in the
network, will start flooding a large number of packets. This is especially undesirable
in datacenter networks that often employ switches with shallow bu↵ers for cost reasons [27]. For this reason, we choose not to disable TCP slow start. More generally,
it takes decades to perfect protocols such as TCP, and a cursory fix to TCP such as
shutting o↵ slow start may result in undesirable and even unpredictable consequences.
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Of course, it may be interesting to conduct a more careful investigation to see if we
can make changes at the TCP layer to address this problem.
VM Scheduler

At the VMM layer, one option could be to modify the scheduler

to immediately schedule the VM for which an ACK packet arrives, so that it can
quickly respond to the ACKs by sending more data. Unfortunately, this option is
prone to severe context switch overheads as the scheduler needs to keep swapping
the VMs in response to the packets on the wire, making it practically infeasible. A
variation of this idea is to make the scheduler communication-aware and prioritize
network intensive VMs when making scheduling decisions. This approach does not
incur aforementioned overhead of additional context switching. Indeed, Govindan
et al. have proposed modifications to Xen’s Simple Earliest-Deadline First (SEDF)
CPU scheduler to make it more communication-aware by preferential scheduling of
receiver VMs and anticipatory scheduling of sender VMs to improve the performance
of network-intensive workloads [28]. While their scheduling mechanism achieves high
performance for VMs with network-intensive workload, the improvement may come at
the expense of VMs running latency-sensitive applications with little network traffic
[29]. We do however believe that a communication-aware VM scheduler will create
more favorable conditions for vFlood; we will investigate such an integration in our
future work.
Hardware (TOEs)

One other possible approach adopted by modern TCP o✏oad

engines (TOEs) o↵ered by di↵erent vendors (e.g., [30, 31]) is to implement TCP in
the network interface cards directly. While TOEs are actually designed for a di↵erent
purpose, to reduce the CPU overhead involved in TCP processing, they do mitigate
our problem to some extent. However, TOEs come with several limitations such as
requiring to modify the existing applications in order to achieve improved performance [32], lacking flexibility in protocol processing (such as pluggable congestion
control, netfilter and QoS features available in Linux), and being potentially prone to
bugs that cannot be fixed easily [33]. Interestingly, popular virtualization platforms,
such as VMware ESX and Xen, still do not fully support o✏oading complete TCP
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processing to hardware [34, 35]. Linux also does not natively support full TCP stack
o✏oad due to various reasons such as RFC compliance, hardware-specific limitations,
and inability to apply security patches by the community (due to the closed source
nature of TOE firmware) [36]. An alternative approach, motivated by the presence of
many cores in the modern processors, is TCP onloading [32, 37], where TCP processing is dedicated to one of the cores. Since onloading requires extensive modifications
to a guest VM’s TCP stack, it is also not widely adopted.

2.2.2 Key Intuition behind vFlood
Based on the above discussion, we opt for a solution that (1) does not change
the TCP protocol itself, (2) does not require hardware-level changes such as TOEs,
and (3) does not modify the VMM-level scheduler. Our approach relies on the key
observation that some components of a virtualized host get scheduled more frequently
than the VMs. For instance, the driver domain in Xen (also the VMkernel in VMware
ESX [38], the parent partition in Microsoft Hyper-V [39], etc.) is scheduled very
frequently in order to perform I/O processing and other management tasks on behalf
of all the VMs that are running on the host. Although not shown in Figure 1 for
clarity, the gaps between VM slices are essentially taken by the driver domain. (In
Xen, the driver domain can get scheduled every 10ms – even though the scheduling
slice time may be 30ms – so that it can process any pending I/O from the VMs.)
This observation suggests the following idea: if the driver domain, upon the arrival of
an ACK packet from the TCP receiver, can push the next data segment(s) on behalf
of the sending VM, the connection will make much faster progress and be largely
decoupled from the scheduling/execution of the VM. vFlood is proposed exactly to
realize this idea.
Moreover, since the driver domain itself cannot generate data on behalf of the sending VM, the data generated by some application in the VM must first be pushed to
the driver domain. (We show one convenient approach to achieve this in Section 2.3.)
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The resulting progress of the TCP connection is shown on the right side of Figure 2.1:
The driver domain, on behalf of the VM, can emulate the same TCP slow start
and congestion avoidance semantics in response to ACKs that are arriving from the
TCP receiver, achieving faster TCP connection progress and higher TCP throughput,
which approaches the throughput achieved by a non-virtualized (but otherwise the
same) TCP sender. The figure also shows that the interactions between the driver
domain and the TCP receiver are compliant with the TCP standards.

2.3 vFlood Design

VM
VM
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vFlood
VM module

vFlood channel
Congestion
control

State
machine

Buffer
management

vFlood driver domain module
Driver domain

Figure 2.2. vFlood architecture.

vFlood essentially o✏oads the TCP congestion control functionality from the
sender VM to the driver domain of the same host. Under vFlood, the sender VM is
allowed to opportunistically flood data packets at a high rate to the driver domain
during its CPU time slice, while the driver domain will perform congestion control on
behalf of the VM to ensure TCP congestion control semantics are followed across the
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network. To realize congestion control o✏oading, vFlood needs to accomplish three
main tasks:
(1) Enable the VM adopt an aggressive congestion control strategy during slow
start and congestion avoidance phases of a TCP flow;
(2) Implement a standards-compliant congestion control strategy in the driver domain on behalf of the vFlood-enabled VMs;
(3) Manage bu↵er space for the flooded data in the driver domain so that tasks (1)
and (2) are performed in a coordinated way.
vFlood accomplishes the above tasks using three main modules as shown in Figure
2.2: (1) a vFlood VM module that resides within the VM and its main responsibility
to shut o↵ the default congestion control in the VM and flood the driver domain as
fast as allowed; (2) a congestion control module in the driver domain that performs
TCP congestion control on behalf of the VM; and (3) a bu↵er management module
in the driver domain that controls the flooding of packets so that the bu↵er space
for flooded packets is used fairly across all connections and VMs. We will discuss
each of these modules in detail for the remainder of this section. We note that the
generic design of these modules demonstrates vFlood’s applicability to a wide class
of virtualization platforms (e.g., Xen, VMware ESX, KVM [40], and Hyper-V). We
defer the discussion of platform-specific implementation details to Section 2.4.

2.3.1 vFlood VM Module
The vFlood VM module resides in the VM and its main responsibility is to opportunistically flood the driver domain with TCP packets when the VM is scheduled.
For packet flooding, vFlood modifies the standard congestion control behavior of the
VM so that transmissions are done in a more aggressive fashion as long as such a
strategy does not exhaust driver domain and network resources. This task can be
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conveniently implemented by installing a kernel module within the VM that e↵ectively replaces the VM’s congestion control function with a customized one that sets
the congestion window to a high value (e.g., cong winvm = 512 segments) whenever desired (detailed conditions in Section 2.3.2). We note that, for most operating systems,
such replacement is quite straightforward as the TCP congestion control functionality is usually implemented as a pluggable module so that an operating system can
easily be configured with di↵erent congestion control implementations (e.g., Reno,
Vegas [41], CUBIC [42], FastTCP [43]). In our Linux-based implementation, vFlood
leverages the same interface as other popularly-used congestion control implementations in Linux to interact with the kernel. Note that only the congestion window
management functions, such as growing and shrinking window in response to ACKs
and packet losses, are replaced and o✏oaded to the driver domain; whereas the VM’s
TCP stack still implements all other functionality required for reliable transmission
such as timeout and retransmission.
As discussed earlier, such a minimal change to VMs is unavoidable for vFlood to
realize opportunistic flooding and congestion control o✏oading. However, we deem
such a design quite reasonable in virtualized cloud platforms where the guest kernel
of a VM can be customized for better performance, security, and manageability. In
paravirtualized VMMs such as Xen, the guest kernel is already patched for optimized
interactions with the underlying VMMs; so intuitively, one can think of our approach
as paravirtualizing the TCP stack to some extent. Our approach is also somewhat
similar to the VMware tools [44], in which a set of system tools are installed in a VM
to improve the VM’s performance.
Note that our approach requires no modifications either to the applications or to
the TCP protocol itself – all we require is installing a small kernel module in the guest
OS that essentially dumbs down the congestion control portion of TCP, and a module
within the driver domain for congestion control o✏oading. Thus, our approach is not
as radical as TOEs or implementing a new variant of TCP.
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2.3.2 Congestion Control Module
The vFlood congestion control module in the driver domain mainly performs the
o✏oaded TCP congestion control function. Upon arrival of ACKs from a TCP receiver, the congestion control module will transmit packets that have already been
flooded from the sender VM. However, unlike the artificial congestion window set
in the VM (cong winvm ), the congestion window maintained by the driver domain
(cong windrv ) grows and shrinks according to TCP standards and appears to the network and the receiver as the actual value used for the end-to-end connection. With
this design, one can see that the presence of vFlood does not lead to any violation of
end-to-end TCP semantics and would yield an approach that is at most as aggressive
as a TCP sender from the driver domain (or from a non-virtualized sender).
vFlood relies on the assumption that the driver domain has sufficient memory and
computation resources to bu↵er packets flooded by the VMs and to perform congestion control functions on behalf of them. Given that TCP processing overheads are
typically dominated by the checksum computation and segmentation, and that these
tasks are increasingly delegated to hardware in modern NICs, we believe that this
assumption is quite reasonable. However, vFlood still has to carefully manage the
finite amount of bu↵er space for flooded data among multiple connections. (We discuss this issue in Section 2.3.3.) In addition, vFlood’s design requires an additional
communication channel (referred to as vFlood channel ) between the congestion control module in the driver domain and the vFlood VM module. This channel is used
by the driver domain to set cong winvm (Section 2.3.3), which e↵ectively throttles the
VM’s transmission rate based on available bu↵er space. Meanwhile, the VM module
uses the channel to signal the congestion control module when to go o✏ine/online.
vFlood State Machine

vFlood e↵ectively de-synchronizes the TCP sender and

receiver that are usually tightly coupled (and hence, susceptible to VM scheduling
latencies) with the help of a state machine (Figure 2.3). For each flow, vFlood maintains a small amount of state so that it can enable or disable congestion control
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o✏oading depending on the state. In addition to the standard congestion control
state maintained, notably congestion window and slow start threshold, vFlood’s congestion control module keeps track of a few other variables: (1) the highest sequence
number acknowledged by the receiver, and the number of times a packet with this sequence number has been acknowledged (for counting duplicate ACKs), (2) the count
of unacknowledged, transmitted packets, (3) the advertised receive window of the
receiver, (4) the window scaling factor, and (5) bu↵er usage of a flow. These values
collectively determine when the congestion control module should actively engage in
congestion control on behalf of the sender VM, and when it should go o✏ine and let
the VM re-take the congestion control responsibility. The driver domain initializes
the per-flow state upon receiving a SYN or SYN-ACK packet and sets the flow’s state
to ACTIVE.
Online Mode While a flow is in the ACTIVE state, vFlood bu↵ers all packets coming from the VM (subject to the bu↵er-management policy described in Section 2.3.3)
and performs congestion control and packet transmission. The flow remains in the
ACTIVE state until the flow experiences one of the two conditions: First, the net-
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work bottleneck capacity of the flow may decrease, in which case, the flow may start
to exceed its share of the bu↵er usage (i.e., the per-flow bu↵er occupancy threshold
defined in Section 2.3.3) leading to bu↵er space overflow. In this case, the vFlood
VM module cannot continue to assume a large window size and pump more packets
to the driver domain. Second, depending on the severity of the network congestion,
one or more packets may be dropped. In this case, the TCP receiver will continue
to send duplicate acknowledgements for each of the subsequent packets received after
the dropped packet. In case of three dup-ACKs, standard TCP senders would trigger
a fast retransmit and cut the congestion window by half, and in case of a timeout,
they would trigger a retransmission but will cut the congestion window to 1MSS and
switch to slow start.
Bu↵er space overflow is easy to detect in the driver domain. Once the congestion
control module becomes aware of such an overflow, it will go o✏ine by setting the state
to NO BUFFER and signaling the vFlood VM module to switch to standard TCP
congestion control. While detecting triple duplicate ACKs can also be done easily
based on the state maintained, it is unfortunately not easy to detect timeouts since
it requires timers and RTT estimators. Additionally, to perform retransmissions, all
unacknowledged packets need to be bu↵ered. To keep vFlood’s design lightweight,
we resort to the sender VM’s TCP stack for handling these pathological situations:
once the VM’s TCP stack detects a timeout, it will notify the vFlood VM module,
which will in turn notify the congestion control module in the driver domain via
vFlood channel. The congestion control module will then go o✏ine (PACKET LOSS
state) and transfer congestion control back to the sending VM.
O✏ine Mode When vFlood goes o✏ine (i.e., when it switches to NO BUFFER or
PACKET LOSS state), the congestion control module in the driver domain operates
in a pass-through mode, where it does not transmit any new packets and instead lets
the sending VM do that. However, notice that the sender VM’s congestion control
has been replaced by the vFlood VM module that sets a larger congestion window
than the driver domain. To solve this problem, once congestion control responsibility
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is transferred back to the sender VM, it will stop using the more aggressive congestion
window. Instead, the vFlood VM module will function like the original TCP stack
without vFlood. To achieve this e↵ect, vFlood basically employs a shadow variable
cong winvm 0 that, similar to cong windrv , grows and shrinks according to TCP semantics. This variable is in addition to cong winvm that is used when vFlood is online (i.e.,
in ACTIVE state). Note that cong winvm 0 may not be exactly the same as cong windrv
at any given instance due to the slight lag in TCP processing, but are going to be
roughly similar since the driver domain and the VM see the same sequence of events.
Maintaining the extra shadow variable above does not cause much overhead as
it only entails growing cong winvm 0 by 1 MSS for every ACK during slow start and
by 1 MSS for each RTT during congestion avoidance. Therefore, when the driver
domain module goes o✏ine, the vFlood VM module can seamlessly take over. In
some sense, the vFlood VM module still retains the full-fledged TCP congestion
control mechanism; however, when conditions are right, it will switch back to the
flooding (online) mode and o✏oad congestion control back to the driver domain.
Upon receiving a notification from the sender VM that the lost packets have been
recovered or upon detecting available bu↵er space, the vFlood driver domain module
will become online again and resume its congestion control duty.
Adjusting Receive Window

One issue that we have not discussed so far is

the value of the advertised receive window sent in the ACKs. Given that a TCP
connection’s send window is the minimum of its congestion window and the receiver
advertised window, we also have to modify the receiver advertised window in order
to make the VM TCP stack flood packets to the driver domain. One solution is to
rewrite ACK packets’ receive window field at the driver domain module while vFlood
is online, so that the small receiver advertised window does not inhibit flooding.
However, rewriting receive window invalidates a packet’s TCP checksum, so vFlood
either has to recalculate the checksum or require checksum validation at the physical
NIC. This solution might also lead to retransmission of more packets than expected
by the receiver in a situation where the VM detects packet losses and retransmits
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based on the inflated value written by the driver domain. Hence, similar to the
congestion window maintenance, vFlood’s VM module maintains two variables. One
variable corresponds to the actual receiver advertised window as read from incoming
ACKs and is used when vFlood is o✏ine (i.e., vFlood enters PACKET LOSS or
NO BUFFER state). The other variable corresponds to the bu↵er size in the driver
domain and is used when vFlood is online (i.e., in ACTIVE state).
Choice of Congestion Control Algorithm

Another issue concerns the exact

congestion control algorithm used in the driver domain out of many possible variants. In order to ensure maximum flexibility in a cloud environment, we assume the
driver domain implements almost all the standard algorithms that any stock Linux
or Windows kernel implements (e.g., Reno, NewReno, Vegas, CUBIC). Also we have
modularized the design of the congestion control module in the driver domain such
that plugging-in a new TCP congestion control algorithm is fairly easy. That way,
an appropriate congestion control algorithm can be configured easily when vFlood is
enabled as an option. We can even run di↵erent congestion control algorithms simultaneously depending on what the VMs desire thus ensuring functional equivalence
between the online and o✏ine modes of vFlood.

2.3.3 Bu↵er Management Module
Finally, vFlood uses the bu↵er management module to regulate the bu↵er usage
across di↵erent flows, both within and across VMs. The need for this module stems
from the fact that, in the ACTIVE state, the sender VM acts as the producer and
the network becomes the consumer of packets for a given flow (according to TCP
semantics). If the consumer process (network) becomes too slow, it would lead to
exhaustion of bu↵er resources in the driver domain. This problem becomes more
acute when there are multiple guest VMs, each with multiple active TCP flows,
contending for the same bu↵er space.
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Figure 2.4. Unfairness in bu↵er occupancy when no bu↵er management policy is in place.

As we will explain later in the section, we need to prioritize flows in the transmit
path to make the best use of bu↵er space available to vFlood. But the ring bu↵er
interface between the VM and the driver domain only provides us with FIFO queue
operations. Therefore we need to store the packets in a bu↵er where we can implement
flow prioritization. When a VM is transmitting, packets are drained from the VM’s
TX ring bu↵er and stored in this bu↵er until transmitted by the vFlood congestion
control module. We note that, in the receive path (vSnoop [18, 19]), we can queue
packets as they arrive from the NIC and we do not need to perform flow prioritization.
So the RX ring bu↵er between the VM and the driver domain is a natural choice to
store packets once they have been acknowledged by vSnoop.
In vSnoop, when the RX ring bu↵er is full, vSnoop goes to NO BUFFER state
which stops the early acknowledgement operation and the flows are throttled down
until bu↵er space is available in RX bu↵er. However, in vFlood, without care, one
slow flow (perhaps with a bottleneck in the network) can occupy all the bu↵er space
thus denying the benefits of congestion control o✏oading to other flows—a scenario
we wish to avoid.
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In vFlood, we provide two levels of isolation. First, in order to guarantee complete
isolation for flows belonging to di↵erent VMs, vFlood assigns to each VM its own
dedicated bu↵er space (e.g., a 4MB bu↵er) that is not shared with other VMs. This
is similar in spirit to the approach many VMMs (e.g., Xen) take to provision ring
bu↵ers for network transfers between the driver domain and the VMs. As a result,
no one VM can greedily occupy all the available bu↵er at the expense of other VMs.
Second, we provide a mechanism to manage bu↵er usage across flows that belong to
the same VM. Note that it does not make sense to strictly partition the bu↵er across
flows since the number of active flows may be large and not all flows benefit equally
from vFlood. In particular, we note that high RTT connections and low bottleneck
bandwidth connections benefit less from vFlood, and also consume more bu↵er space
since the discrepancy between the rates at which the sender VM produces and network
drains is the most for such flows.
To understand how RTTs a↵ect the bu↵er usage, we conduct a simple experiment
where a VM sends a 2MB file to three di↵erent receivers simultaneously. The first
flow has the default LAN RTT of 0.1ms and the second and third flows have RTT
of 60ms, which was added using Linux netem [45] module on the receiver side. We
ensure that all three flows have similar bottleneck capacity. Figure 2.4 shows the bu↵er
occupancy of the vFlood per-VM bu↵er space for all three flows. As illustrated, flows
2 and 3 occupy a larger share of the bu↵er space compared to flow 1. The larger bu↵er
occupancy stems from the fact that cong windrv grows more slowly for the high-RTT
flows. As a result, it takes longer to transmit bu↵ered packets for flows 2 and 3. These
high RTT connections will prevent a low RTT high bandwidth connection from taking
better advantage of vFlood by occupying more available bu↵er space.
Bu↵er Allocation Algorithm

Interestingly, the high-level problem faced by

vFlood bu↵er management module is conceptually similar to the problem of bu↵er
allocation confounded by network routers, where di↵erent flows compete for the same
set of bu↵er resources. While many ideas have been proposed in that context, a
simple yet elegant scheme that we can borrow is due to Choudhary and Hahne [46],
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where the amount of available free space serves as a dynamic threshold for each flow.
Specifically, in this scheme, the bu↵er usage threshold Ti for flow i is defined as
Ti = ↵i · (B

Q(t))

(2.1)

where B is the total bu↵er size, Q(t) is the total bu↵er usage at time t, and ↵i is a
constant which can be set according to the priority of flows. Thus, if only a single flow
is present, it can occupy up to one half of the total bu↵er space (assuming ↵i = 1).
As soon as a new flow arrives, both flows can occupy only 1/3rd of the total bu↵er
space, with the remaining 1/3 reserved for future flows. The main advantage of this
scheme lies in the fact that some amount of bu↵er is always reserved for future flows,
while the threshold dynamically adapts based on the number of active flows.
In vFlood’s bu↵er management module, we implement a similar scheme that determines how many more segments the driver domain can receive for flow i (pkt in iVM )
from the VM module as:
pkt in iVM = cong win idrv pkt out idrv + Ti Qi (t)
|
{z
} | {z }
✓i

(2.2)

i

where cong win idrv is the congestion window for flow i at the driver domain, pkt out idrv
is the number of transmitted, unacknowledged packets for flow i as maintained by
the driver domain, Ti is the bu↵er threshold as defined by Equation 2.1, and Qi (t) is
the bu↵er usage of flow i at time t. In Equation 2.2, the term ✓i refers to the number
of segments that can be sent immediately, without any bu↵ering, while the term

i

refers to available bu↵er space for flow i. Consequently, the congestion window for
flow i at the VM module is defined as:
cong win iVM = pkt in iVM + pkt out iVM

(2.3)

where pkt out iVM is the number of transmitted, unacknowledged packets for flow i as
maintained by the VM module while vFlood is online. To implement a fair bu↵ering
policy among all VM flows, it suffices to pick the same value for ↵i (Equation 2.1)
for all flows. With this policy, flow 1 in Figure 2.4 would have more bu↵er space and
would benefit more from the presence of vFlood.
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Prioritized Bu↵ering Policy

In general, however, not all flows benefit equally

from the bu↵er allocation. We can broadly categorize flows into four classes depending
on their RTT (high/low) and bottleneck capacity (high/low). Flows with high RTT
or low bottleneck capacity will occupy significant bu↵er space. However, the benefit
of allocating bu↵er for these type of flows is relatively minimal as: (1) For high RTT
flows, the VM CPU scheduling-induced extra latency is not dominant with respect
to the already high network RTTs. (2) For low bottleneck capacity flows, pushing
the congestion control to the driver domain is not likely to improve TCP throughput
anyway. Therefore, flows with low RTT and high bottleneck capacity would mainly
benefit from vFlood. Fortunately, much of the traffic in datacenters fall into this
category.
Given this classification, we devise a prioritized bu↵ering policy where vFlood
favors low-RTT flows by picking larger values for ↵i for them. While we can do similar
prioritization for high-bandwidth flows, it is not practical due to two reasons. First,
detecting bottleneck bandwidth is harder to do in the driver domain and requires
keeping additional state. One could implement rate estimation as in TCP Vegas [41],
but Vegas assumes rate increases by 1 MSS every other RTT to ensure stable rate
calculation which is di↵erent from Reno semantics. Further, it requires additional
timing variables making it, although not completely impossible, a bit more tedious
to perform. A bigger problem, however, is that the rate estimation during slow start
– arguably the stage where vFlood benefits the most – is unreliable since the window
size has not stabilized yet. Thus, we advocate classifying flows mainly based on their
RTTs without considering their bottleneck capacities.
We note that in typical cloud environments, due to overprovisioning of datacenter
networks (to provide full bisection bandwidth within a datacenter), intra-data center
capacities are much higher compared to the lower-bandwidth cross-datacenter links.
Further, intra-datacenter RTTs are typically much lower than across data centers;
thus, high (low) bandwidths are positively correlated with low (high) RTTs. Thus,
focusing on RTT-based prioritization alone works reasonably well in our settings. In
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Figure 2.5. vFlood implementation on Xen.

our evaluations, we consider 1.0ms as a reasonable threshold to distinguish high and
low RTTs.

2.4 vFlood Implementation
We have implemented a prototype of vFlood with paravirtualized Xen 3.3 as VMM
and Linux 2.6.18 as the guest OS kernel. One of our main implementation goals is
to minimize the code base of vFlood and maximize the reuse of existing Xen and
Linux code. In fact, out of approximately 1500 lines of vFlood code (according to
cloc tool [47]), 40% is directly reused from existing Xen/Linux code. The reused code
includes part of Linux’s Reno congestion control implementation and flow hashing
functionality; and Xen’s I/O ring bu↵er management.
As shown in Figure 2.5, Xen adopts a split driver model for paravirtualized devices.
Each virtual device (e.g., a virtual network or block device) has a front-end interface
in the VM and a back-end interface in the driver domain (dom0). The communication
between the two interfaces takes place via the following modules: (1) a ring bu↵er
that holds descriptors of I/O activities in one direction (i.e., from front-end to back-
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end or vice versa), (2) a shared page referenced by ring bu↵er that holds the exchanged
data (e.g., a network packet, disk block, etc.), and (3) an event channel that serves
like an interrupt mechanism between the two ends.
When a VM transmits a packet, the packet gets placed on the shared page between
the VM and dom0 and an event (a paravirtual IRQ) is sent to dom0. Upon receiving
the event from the VM, dom0 constructs a socket bu↵er (sk bu↵ ) kernel structure
for the packet and passes it to the Linux bridge [48] module en route to the network
interface card (NIC). Similar type of activities takes place on the receive path but
in the reverse order, where an sk bu↵ structure arrives at the bridge from the NIC,
the bridge identifies the destination VM and passes it to the corresponding back-end
interface. Finally the back-end interface delivers the packet to the VM via the frontend interface. We next describe the implementation of di↵erent modules of vFlood
outlined in Section 3.
vFlood VM Module

Replacing the default congestion control module in the VM

is the only modification we made to the VM. As we briefly alluded to in Sections
2.3.1 and 2.3.2, the vFlood VM module maintains two congestion windows for each
flow. When vFlood is online for flooding packets to the driver domain cong winvm is
used; while cong winvm 0 is maintained according to the TCP Reno specification and
will be used when vFlood goes o✏ine.
The vFlood VM module interacts with the guest OS kernel through the same
interface used by the standard congestion control modules, hence it does not require
any modifications to the TCP/IP stack of the VM. Additionally, this module interacts with the driver domain via the communication channel vFlood channel, whose
implementation will be described shortly. Both the VM and driver domain modules of vFlood maintain a control structure for each TCP flow to store the per-flow
state. Each control structure is accessed by a hash function that takes as input the
source/destination IP addresses and port numbers of a given flow.
Congestion Control Module The driver domain module of vFlood is implemented
as two hook functions to the Linux bridge module. vFlood tx intercepts all packets
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on the transmit path and performs congestion control for VM flows for which vFlood
is online. More specifically, upon receiving a packet from the sender VM, vFlood tx
transmits the packet immediately if allowed by the Reno congestion control algorithm
(i.e., based on the congestion window, advertised receive window, and the number
of transmitted, unacknowledged packets); otherwise, it bu↵ers the packet. vFlood
rx intercepts all packets on the receive path and performs three main tasks. First,
as ACKs arrive, vFlood rx updates cong windrv per TCP Reno semantics. Second,
if allowed by the congestion control algorithm, it fetches packets from the per-flow
bu↵er and transmits more packets. Third, it notifies the vFlood VM module via
vFlood channel of the available bu↵er allocation so that the vFlood VM module can
adjust its congestion window accordingly.
vFlood channel is implemented like a standard Xen device, similar to the virtual
network device described earlier. One set of ring bu↵er and event channel is used
for communication from a VM to dom0. Upon receiving an event on this channel,
the event-handler at the congestion control module takes vFlood o✏ine or online
based on the command passed from the vFlood VM module. The other set of ring
bu↵er and event channel is used for communication from dom0 to the VM. Upon
receiving an event on this channel, the event-handler at the vFlood VM module
adjusts cong winVM based on the bu↵er threshold and allocation passed from dom0.
The only di↵erence between vFlood channel and a typical Xen device is that we use
the ring bu↵er itself, not a separate shared page, for passing commands between the
VM and dom0.
Bu↵er Management Module The main task of the bu↵er management module is
to manage the per-VM bu↵er space in dom0. This module maintains a FIFO queue of
sk bu↵ structures for each flow. Additionally, it keeps track of per-VM and per-flow
bu↵er allocation and usage. As we described earlier, this module interacts directly
with vFlood’s congestion control module in dom0.
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2.5 Evaluation
In this section, we present a detailed evaluation of vFlood using our prototype
implementation. Our evaluation is focused on answering the following key questions:
(1) By how much does vFlood improve TCP throughput ? (2) How does the TCP
throughput gain translate into application-level improvements ? (3) How much overhead does vFlood incur ? Before we answer these questions, we first describe the
experimental setup.
Experimental Setup

Each server in our experiments runs Xen 3.3 as the VMM,

and Linux 2.6.18 as the operating system for the VMs and driver domains. For the
experiments described in Section 2.5.1, we use a machine with dual-core 3GHz Intel
Xeon CPU, 3GB of RAM as the server, while the client is a 2.4GHz Intel Core 2 Quad
CPU machine with 2GB of RAM. For application-level experiments in Section 2.5.2,
we use Dell PowerEdge servers with a 3.06GHz Intel Xeon CPU and 4GB of RAM.
All machines are connected via commodity Gigabit NICs. In all experiments, we
configure VMs with 512MB of memory and use TCP Reno implementation.
In order to keep the CPU utilization at determined levels in our experiments, we
use a load generator utility, which can make the CPU busy by performing simple
CPU bound operations. We set 30ms as the period of this utility as it aligns with
the VM scheduling time slice of Xen and vary the duty cycle according to the target
utilization. During the active state, this utility completely occupies the physical CPU
and during the inactive time it performs usleep. As an example, 60% utilization means
that the CPU will be occupied by the utility for 18ms and it will sleep in the next
12ms.

2.5.1 TCP Throughput Evaluation
This section presents our evaluation of TCP throughput improvement under a
variety of scenarios. For experiments in this section, we allocate a 2048-segment bu↵er
for each VM in the driver domain to support vFlood operations and use a custom
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Figure 2.6. TCP throughput basic comparison with vFlood.

application that makes data transmissions of di↵erent size (similar to Iperf [49]) over
TCP sockets. For the rest of this section, we compare TCP throughput of the vFlood
setup with the vanilla Xen/Linux setup.
Basic Comparison with Xen

Due to small sizes of the flows we are experiment-

ing with and the VM scheduling e↵ects, the throughput results are subject to high
variation during di↵erent runs of the experiment. Figure 2.6(a) shows the CDF of
TCP throughput for one thousand 100 KB transfers from a VM to a non-virtualized
machine with and without vFlood. In this experiment, the sending VM is sharing a
single core with two other busy VMs (all references to busy VMs entail VMs trying
to consume the entire CPU fairly). The results indicate the high variability exists for
both vanilla Xen and vFlood setups; however, vFlood consistently outperforms the
vanilla Xen configuration. The median throughput achieved by vFlood is almost 5⇥
higher than that of the vanilla Xen. Figure 2.6(b) shows the throughput comparison
for di↵erent sized flows with the same experiment setup as above. For all the remaining experiments, we conduct one hundred runs of each experiment and compare the
median throughputs across the vFlood and vanilla Xen setups.
Varying the Number of VMs Per Core

In this experiment, we vary the total

number of busy VMs running on the same core as the sender VM from 2 to 5 (including
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Figure 2.7. TCP throughput improvement with di↵erent number of VMs per core.

the sender VM). The normalized performance gains of vFlood are shown in Figures
2.7(a), 2.7(b), 2.7(c) and 2.7(d), where 2, 3, 4 and 5 VMs share the same core. As we
can see, vFlood results in significant improvement for all transfer sizes for di↵erent
number of VMs per core.
While it is indeed expected that vFlood performs well when there are a lot of
VMs per core, one may guess that there will be no benefits of vFlood when one
VM is running. However, as we can observe in Figure 2.8, even for the case where
only one VM is running, vFlood is able to perform slightly better than vanilla Xen.
We attribute this slight improvement to the fact that even in the one VM scenario
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the driver domain and the VM compete with each other to run on the same CPU.
Therefore, while the scheduling delay for this scenario is not as high as the multiVM scenarios, the driver domain can still process incoming ACKs more quickly and
consequently can make faster transmissions compared to the vanilla Xen scenario.
Large Transfers

Similarly, we also expect the most gains to be for short flows

(which, as we pointed out, dominate data center environments). To study the benefits
of vFlood for large transfers, we experimented with two sizes – 10MB and 100MB.
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Our results in Figure 2.9 shows that, even for large transfers, vFlood improves TCP
throughput by 19% to 41%.
CPU Not Being Fully Utilized

To study the benefits of vFlood when the CPU

is not 100% utilized, we experiment when the aggregate CPU load is 75% (earlier
experiments utilized 100% CPU). Figures 2.10(a) and 2.10(b) show the normalized
throughput gain when there are 3 VMs sharing the core (25% load each) and 5 VMs
sharing the core (15% load each), and show that vFlood outperforms the vanilla
Xen setup consistently across all configurations.. We observe that improvements are
particularly high for 250KB transfers, with up to 12⇥ for the 3 busy VM scenario.
To investigate further the cause behind this special case, we select one of the
configurations (3 busy VMs sharing the same core) and study TCP throughput values
when we vary the flow size all the way from 50KB to 1GB. Figure 2.11 shows the
results. Interestingly, this figure shows that, when the transfer size is about 340KB,
we obtain the maximum improvement. This phenomenon corresponds to the number
of slots in Xen’s ring bu↵ers (240 slots), which leads to a maximum transfer of about
240 segments (of size 1500 bytes) within one VM scheduling interval.
Concurrent Connections

All of the experiments described above consist of only

one flow at a particular instance. In order to verify that vFlood scales well with
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the number of flows, we measure the throughput gains of vFlood when there are
10 concurrent flows from the same VM when 3 busy VMs sharing the same core.
Figure 2.12 shows that as we increase the number of flows, the gain drops marginally,
but still vFlood is able to produce significant throughput improvement compared with
vanilla Xen.

Throughput (Mbps)
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E↵ectiveness of Bu↵er Management Policies

In Section 2.3.3, we discussed

the importance of having a bu↵er management policy, specially when high-RTT (low
throughput) and low-RTT (high throughput) flows share the same per-VM bu↵er
space. This section presents a comparison of the three bu↵ering policies presented
earlier, namely no policy, fair policy (i.e., with same ↵i ) and prioritized policy (with
higher ↵i for low RTT connections). For these experiments we run the sender VM and
the low-RTT receiver in the same local area network, while for high-RTT connections
we place the receiver on a remote PlanetLab node (planetlab1.ucsd.edu). In our
implementation, we designate flows with RTT less than 1ms as low-RTT and other
flows as high-RTT. Additionally, we dedicate a per-VM bu↵er of size of 2048 segments
for vFlood operations.
Figure 2.13 shows the median TCP throughput values for di↵erent bu↵ering policies when the sender VM repeatedly (for a 2-minute period) starts 20 concurrent
flows to local and remote receivers and transmits 500KB blocks of data. Our evaluation compares throughput values for the aforementioned policies under di↵erent
flow mixes (i.e., di↵erent ratio of low-RTT to high-RTT flows). For low-RTT flows,
we see improvements by going from no policy to fair policy and from fair policy to
prioritized policy for all flow mixes. The benefits for low-RTT flows are the highest
for the 30/70 mix where a naive policy would let the majority (70%) high-RTT flows
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steal bu↵er space from the minority (30%) low-RTT flows. We also note that di↵erent
bu↵ering policies do not make any di↵erence to high-RTT flows as for them network
RTT dominates VM scheduling-induced RTT (Section 2.3.3).

2.5.2 Apache Olio Benchmark
We use the Apache Olio benchmark [23, 24] to show the e↵ectiveness of vFlood
for typical cloud applications. Apache Olio is a social-event calendar Web 2.0 application, where users can create, RSVP, rate, and review events. We use the PHP
implementation for our experiments which includes four components: (1) an Apache
Web server which acts as the request processor and web front-end, (2) a MySQL
server that stores user information and event details, (3) an NFS server that stores
user files and event specific data, and (4) a Memcached server to cache rendered page
fragments.
Figure 2.14 shows our testbed configuration. We use four VMs on four distinct
physical hosts to run each component of the Olio system. We also run one other VM
(with 30% load) per physical server sharing the same core with Olio VM to trigger
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Table 2.1
Apache Olio benchmark results.

Operation

Count

Count

Count

Count

Vanilla Xen

vFlood

vSnoop

vFlood +
vSnoop

HomePage

2544

3271

3416

4215

TagSearch

3290

4281

4020

5550

EventDetail

2363

3077

3135

3925

PersonDetail

219

331

312

410

AddPerson

53

96

71

123

AddEvent

156

245

178

257

Total

9512

12642

11940

15167

Rate(ops/sec)

31.7

42.1

39.8

50.5

-

32.9%

25.5%

59.5%

Percentage
Improvement

VM scheduling. vFlood is deployed on all physical servers so that the communication between each component as well as the communication between clients and
the Apache web server can benefit from congestion control o✏oading. We allocate a
4096-segment bu↵er in the driver domain for each VM to support vFlood operations
and use Faban [50] as the client load generator. Faban is configured to run for 6
minutes (30-second ramp up, 300-second steady state, and 30-second ramp down)
during which 200 client threads generate di↵erent types of requests.
We evaluate the number of operations performed by Olio for three di↵erent configurations: (1) vanilla Xen, (2) Xen with vFlood only, (3) Xen with vSnoop (Section 2.1)
only, and (4) Xen with vFlood and vSnoop (whose integration is discussed in Section 2.6). Table 2.1 shows the total count of di↵erent operations performed by Olio.
When vFlood alone is deployed in the system, we see total throughput rising from
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31.7 ops/sec in the vanilla Xen configuration to 42.1 ops/sec (a 32.9% improvement).
When vSnoop is deployed we see a 25.5% increase in total throughput. When both
vFlood and vSnoop are deployed, TCP throughput improves on both receive and
transmit paths and we see throughput rising to 50.5 ops/sec (a 59.5% improvement).
Our results indicate that the e↵ects of vFlood and vSnoop complement each other
and the performance gains they achieve are cumulative.

2.5.3 vFlood Overhead

Table 2.2
vFlood per packet CPU usage.
vFlood Routine

CPU Cycles CPU %

vFlood tx()

65

0.62

vFlood rx()

370

3.05

vFlood hash lookup()

78

0.73

vFlood update VM()

59

0.56

vFlood process threshold()

57

0.92

In order to understand the runtime overhead of vFlood, we use Xenoprof [51] to
profile vFlood’s overhead at both the VM and driver domain. We specifically use
Xenoprof to measure CPU cycles consumed by di↵erent vFlood routines. Xenoprof
supports profiling at the fine granularity of individual processes and routines executed
in the Xen VMM, driver domain, and guest VMs. Since Xenoprof reports time on each
function, if a vFlood function calls helper functions, the cycles consumed by those
functions would not be included in the original function’s cycle count. We resolve
this issue by adding the cycle count di↵erence (with and without vFlood) of the standard helper functions (which have non-trivial cycle counts) to vFlood functions’ cycle
count. Also we instrument main vFlood routines to record the number of packets they
process. Table 2.2 shows per packet CPU cycles consumed by di↵erent vFlood rou-
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tines and their percentage of CPU usage when Iperf transmits for a 20-second period.
From the table, we can see much of the overhead is associated with vFlood rx() routine. This routine is responsible for intercepting acknowledgments destined to VMs,
calculating congestion window, releasing bu↵ered packets and notifying VMs about
their bu↵er usage. On the other hand, the overhead caused by vFlood tx() is minimal
because this routine’s primary responsibility is to queue packets coming from the VM.
Our queuing mechanism (we reuse Linux sk bu↵ queuing mechanism skb queue tail())
also incurs negligible overhead. The function which is called by the driver domain
whenever it needs to update the bu↵ering threshold (vFlood update VM()) and the
function which called by the VM to process bu↵er threshold information sent by the
driver domain (vFlood process threshold()) also do not add much overhead.

2.6 Discussion
VM Migration

Given that the vFlood VM module also runs a fully functional

standard congestion control algorithm in the background, the VM state is very much
self-contained and can be migrated to other hosts. If we are to move a VM from
a vFlood-enabled host to one without vFlood support, we only need to switch the
vFlood VM module to the original congestion control mode before the migration.
Moving a VM from a vFlood-enabled host to another vFlood-enabled host requires
some state initialization at the driver domain component of the destination host for
the existing flows. While the state needed for initialization can be migrated from the
source host to the destination host, either by modifying the VM migration protocol,
or by leveraging the vFlood channel to transfer the state from VM module to the
driver domain, we suspect that the benefits would be typically marginal as most
flows in datacenter environments are fairly short-lived [25,26]. Therefore, our current
implementation supports live VM migration in a limited, yet e↵ective fashion by
taking vFlood o✏ine for those active flows established before the migration.
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Bu↵er Space Management

Typically, if the number of VMs is small, the bu↵er

space in the driver domain may not be an issue. In environments where the number
of VMs may be large (say, 30-40), bu↵er space may become an issue. Thus, instead
of making the bu↵er space increase proportional to the number of VMs, we can potentially allocate the per-VM vFlood bu↵er from the VM’s own memory. In such
a scheme, a VM can share one or multiple pages with the driver domain for bu↵ering purposes (e.g., through the Grant Table facility in Xen) thus reducing vFlood’s
dependency on driver domain resources. Another advantage of this scheme is that
during VM migration, the bu↵ered regions can also be migrated with the VM as they
are now part of the VM’s address space.
vFlood and vSnoop Integration

In section 2.5.2, we presented some promising

results using a preliminary integration of vSnoop and vFlood. We found that the
integration e↵ort is non-trivial as they both operate on the same set of packets, and
rely on some shared data structures for their operation. For example, an incoming
ACK packet with data payload can trigger acknowledgement from vSnoop and a
packet transmission from vFlood. Our preliminary implementation is based on a
pipelined architecture where on the receive (transmit) path packets gets processed by
vSnoop (vFlood) first and then by vFlood (vSnoop). This approach, however, does
not implement features such as ACK piggybacking—combining pro-active vSnoop’s
ACKs with vFlood’s data packets to reduce the number of packet transmissions. In
Chapter 3 we will discuss an efficient solution based on an integrated state-machine
that would collapse the di↵erent actions that vSnoop and vFlood would take, thus
ensuring functional equivalence with a non-virtualized TCP stack in terms of number
of packets on the wire.
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2.7 Summary
The main motivation for the work presented in this chapter stems from our investigations that reveal the negative impact of VM consolidation on transport protocols
such as TCP. In virtualized cloud environments, TCP packets may experience significantly high RTTs despite sub-millisecond network latency, because of the VM
CPU scheduling latency that is in the orders of tens of milliseconds. For many
TCP connections, especially the small flows, such dramatic increase in RTTs leads to
slower connection progress and lower throughput. To mitigate this impact, we have
presented a solution called vFlood that e↵ectively masks the VM CPU schedulinginduced latencies by o✏oading congestion control function from the sender VM to the
driver domain and letting the sender VM opportunistically flood the driver domain
with data to send. Our evaluation results indicate significant improvement in both
TCP flow-level and application-level performance. Our experience with building a
Xen-based prototype indicates that vFlood requires relatively small amount of code
changes (about 1500 lines with 40% code reused from Xen/Linux), and its design is
potentially portable to other VMMs.
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3 PROTOCOL RESPONSIBILITY OFFLOADING TO IMPROVE TCP
THROUGHPUT IN VIRTUALIZED ENVIRONMENTS
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we present vPRO (short for Protocol Responsibility O✏oading in
virtual environments), a lightweight integrated solution that, (a) o✏oads the VM’s
TCP congestion control function to the driver domain to improve TCP transmit
performance, and (b) o✏oads VM’s TCP acknowledgement functionality to the driver
domain to improve TCP receive performance. vPRO is an integration of vFlood,
which we discussed in the previous chapter and vSnoop [18, 19], an existing system
to improve TCP receive performance of virtual machines, to optimize VM transport
protocol performance in both directions. vPRO largely involves combining vSnoop
and vFlood, but since TCP is a full-duplex protocol, additional concerns arise when
integrating these optimizations as we will discuss in this chapter.
Towards the end of the previous chapter, we presented results from a simple
pipelined integration of vFlood and vSnoop by allowing the routines of vFlood and
vSnoop to intercept the incoming and outgoing TCP packets one after the other.
However, this design lacks the coordination between TCP sending and receiving functions. The implications of that are twofold: 1) It causes more CPU overhead at driver
domain since some actions such as sequence number parsing, flow state lookup, have
to be done twice for each packet. 2) It restricts us from performing some optimizations available in standard TCP implementations since some of the actions, such as
piggybacked acknowledgments, are not possible due to separate state maintained by
vFlood and vSnoop. Our vPRO design on the other hand uses a single state machine for full duplex TCP connections and the shared state between acknowledgment
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o✏oad functionality and the congestion control o✏oad functionality allows optimizations performed by standards compliant TCP implementations.
We have implemented vPRO on Xen as the hypervisor and Linux as the operating
system for the driver domain and the for the VMs. Our extensive evaluation using
this prototype shows that vPRO achieves upto 11⇥ flow-level improvements for small
(100KB) TCP flows compared to vanilla Xen. Our application-level evaluation with
Intel MPI benchmark [52] shows that vPRO reduces the overall execution time of allto-all benchmark upto 64% and the overall execution time of broadcast benchmark
upto 58%. Evaluation with the Apache Olio benchmark shows that vPRO improves
its performance by 60% over vanilla Xen.

3.2 vSnoop Overview
This section presents a brief overview of vSnoop. In Section 2.2, we discussed how
VM scheduling a↵ects the TCP throughput on transmit path. In [18, 19] it is shown
that VM scheduling a↵ects the TCP throughput on the receive path as well. The
reason for that is: because of the VM scheduling delays, acknowledgement generation
for incoming data packets by the VM gets delayed, slowing down the connection
progress.
The goal of vSnoop is to mask the e↵ects of VM scheduling delay on TCP receive
path, which artificially inflates the sub-millisecond RTTs in datacenters to tens of
milliseconds on TCP connections, and subsequently improve transport throughput
by facilitating faster connection progress. vSnoop accomplishes this goal by placing a
new component inside the driver domain (as shown in Figure 3.1(a)), which realizes
the o✏oading of TCP acknowledgement responsibility. Normally, the TCP stack of
the receiver VM fulfills the acknowledgement responsibility. vSnoop snoops on all incoming and outgoing packets to/from the receiver VM and performs acknowledgment
o✏oading by maintaining necessary per-flow information. In addition to the basic
goal of mitigating the impact of VM CPU access latency, vSnoop also ensures that,
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(1) it preserves the TCP protocol semantics; (2) it can scale to large number of TCP
flows; and (3) it is transparent to the VM (requiring no modification to guest OS) as
well as to the sender.
vSnoop Architecture

To preserve the end-to-end TCP semantics and achieve

transparency to the sender and the receiving VM, vSnoop maintains minimal per-flow
state throughout the lifetime of a TCP connection. vSnoop identifies TCP flows based
on their source and destination IP addresses and port numbers. The per-flow state
is critical to vSnoop for dynamically deciding when to engage in acknowledgment
o✏oading and when to pass the responsibility back to the VM. Moreover, vSnoop
consults the state to take appropriate actions to avoid violating the end-to-end TCP
semantics. For example, vSnoop must avoid sending an acknowledgment for a packet
that would not reach the receiver VM. Figure 3.1(a) shows the overall architecture of
vSnoop and it’s placement in the driver domain.
Early ACKs
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START

Out-of-order
packet

Flow
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packet
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(a) vSnoop architecture.
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(b) vSnoop per-connection state machine [18, 19].

Figure 3.1. vSnoop architecture and its per-connection state machine.

vSnoop dynamically determines whether it will engage in acknowledgment o↵loading for a receiver VM at runtime. vSnoop uses the following two main guidelines
for its decisions: First, for a TCP connection, vSnoop only acknowledges in-order
packets. The main reason is efficiency and scalability, as it will not have to bu↵er
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out-of-order packets which may arise as a result of packet losses or re-routing. Instead,
it simply passes all out-of-order packets to the receiver VM and let the VM handle
them as it normally would. Second, vSnoop acknowledges in-order packets only when
the shared bu↵er between the driver domain and the receiver VM is not full. This
is important because, without shared bu↵er space availability, the packets already
acknowledged by vSnoop could not be guaranteed to get delivered to the receiver
VM, resulting in TCP semantics violation. In addition to the above rules, vSnoop
will suppress all empty ACKs coming from the receiver VM if the ACKs correspond
to packets it has already acknowledged.
To formally describe vSnoop’s actions, we use a finite state machine model. For
each flow, vSnoop maintains: (1) the sequence number of the in-order packet expected
to be received by vSnoop (next seq), (2) the sequence number expected to be received
by the VM (VM seq), (3) TCP receive window size (rcv win), and (4) the current
mode of operation for this flow (mode).
Figure 3.1(b) depicts vSnoop’s state machine that determines when to perform
acknowledgement o✏oading: if mode is ACTIVE for a given flow, vSnoop will perform
TCP acknowledgement for all in-order packets in the flow. In this state, vSnoop
discards empty ACKs (i.e., ACKs with no data payload) coming from the VM to
prevent delivery of duplicate ACKs to the sender. However, if mode is in either
UNEXPECTED SEQ or NO BUF state (i.e., the packet is out-of-order or there is no
space in the shared bu↵er), vSnoop will go o✏ine for that flow, namely passing the
acknowledgment responsibility back to the VM.
When vSnoop is o✏ine, it uses the ACKs coming from the receiver VM to update
the per-flow VM seq and next seq values. Meanwhile, the sender keeps sending packets
until unacknowledged data reaches the minimum of the sender’s congestion window
or receiver’s advertised window. When the sender exhausts this available window, it
would not send any new packets unless it receives an ACK from the VM. Therefore
the VM will receive all the in-flight packets during it’s next scheduling slice with high
possibility. Subsequently, the VM will generate ACKs for all of these packets which
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will cause the next seq to be equal to the next packet the sender will send. This will
make vSnoop state to become ACTIVE again, turning acknowledgement o✏oading
back on. This is predominantly the way vSnoop becomes online. The other less
frequent scenario in which it gets back online is through TCP retransmission. More
specifically, if there is a packet loss event which triggers a timeout, the sender starts
retransmitting packets starting from the packet whose sequence number is next seq.
This packet brings vSnoop back online.

3.3 vPRO Design and Implementation
The key challenges in the design of the integrated vPRO lie mainly in determining
the combined actions for every event that occurs, such as an ACK or data packet
arriving from the remote host, or data being flooded by the VM, or ACKs generated
by the VM toward the remote host. For example, when an ACK is received from the
other end, vFlood would, in accordance with the congestion control protocol, grow the
congestion window and send more data packets. Since the connection is full duplex,
the incoming ACK could have some data of its own. Normally, vFlood would wait for
the VM to respond to the data and only respond to the ACK portion. vSnoop would
do the opposite – process the data and ignore the ACK portion. vPRO, however,
processes each packet and determines whether an early acknowledgement, or some
new data, or both needs to be transmitted to the other end.
While both actions (early ACK and new data transmission) can also happen
individually without breaking TCP semantics, it is not good use of network resources,
as it would require more number of packets than strictly necessary. Indeed, the
implementation of TCP has several optimizations such as ACK-piggybacking, where
an ACK is piggybacked on regular data packets instead of sending a separate ACK,
thus reducing the number of data packets on the wire. When an ACK arrives along
with data, if there are pending packets in the transmit queue for the same flow,
vPRO will update the corresponding acknowledgement fields in the data packets and,
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if the current congestion window allows, transfer these data piggybacked ACK packets
instead of generating an empty ACK.

Driver domain

VM

vPRO

Channel

Linux TCP
stack

Bridge

NIC driver

vFlood_VM

netback

I/O channel

netfront

Xen VMM

Figure 3.2. vPRO implementation on Xen.

In implementing vPRO, we reuse the vFlood VM module to replace the default
congestion control algorithm in the VM. Functionality of this module is discussed
in detail in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. This module interacts with the driver domain
via the communication channel vFlood channel. Both the VM and driver domain
modules of vPRO maintain a control structure for each TCP flow to store the perflow state. This per-flow state is accessed by a hash function that takes as input the
source and destination IP addresses and port numbers of a flow.
vPRO Driver Domain Module

The driver domain module of vPRO is imple-

mented as two hook functions to the Linux bridge [48] module. Based on the direction
of packets relative to a VM (outgoing or incoming), vPRO engages either vPRO vm tx
or vPRO vm rx hook function. To determine the direction of packets, we augment
the Linux netdev structure with a field that specifies whether the network device is a
physical or a virtual one. A packet from a virtual to a physical device is an outgoing
packet from a VM and gets processed by vPRO vm tx ; whereas a packet in the reverse
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direction gets processed by vPRO vm rx. As a result, packets from a virtual interface
to another virtual interface will not pass through vPRO.
Both vPRO vm tx and vPRO vm rx process packets by operating on socket bu↵er
(sk bu↵ ) kernel structures. sk bu↵ is used by di↵erent network protocols in the Linux
kernel including the MAC protocol at L2, IP protocol at L3 and the TCP protocol
at L4. As packets move between layers, the network protocol at that layer either
pushes or pulls the corresponding protocol headers to/from the sk bu↵ structure
before passing it to the next layer. With the placement of vPRO in the bridge
module, these functions receive sk bu↵ structures with L2 headers. Therefore, to
identify TCP flows, both functions need to extract IP and TCP header fields from
sk bu↵.
vPRO identifies TCP flows based on their source and destination IP addresses
and port numbers and maintains a hash table to store a small amount of information
about each flow. For the remainder of this section we show how vPRO vm tx and
vPRO vm rx maintain this per-flow information and implement the state machines
defined in Section 2.3 and Section 3.2
When a VM is sending data, vPRO vm tx intercepts all packets on the transmit
path and performs congestion control for flows for which vFlood is online. When
vPRO receives a packet from the sender VM belonging to a flow for which vPRO is
online, vPRO vm tx transmits this packet immediately if allowed by the congestion
control algorithm based on the congestion window, advertised receive window, and the
number of transmitted, unacknowledged packets (Section 2.3); otherwise, it bu↵ers
the packet. vPRO vm rx intercepts all the ACKs sent by the receiver and first,
increments cong windrv per TCP Reno semantics. Second, if allowed by the congestion
control algorithm, it transmits more packets from the per-flow bu↵er space in the
driver domain. Third, it sends information regarding the available bu↵er space to
the the vFlood VM module via vFlood channel, so that the vFlood VM module can
adjust its congestion window accordingly.
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When the VM is receiving data, the main function of vPRO vm rx is to perform early acknowledgement as described in Section 3.2. Upon receiving a TCP data
packet, vPRO vm rx first determines the corresponding flow. If the sequence number of the packet matches seqvm for that flow, then this packet becomes a candidate
for early acknowledgement. vPRO vm rx acknowledges a candidate packet when the
following conditions are met: no control flag in the TCP header is set; receive window (rcv win) is non-zero; and the ring bu↵er is not full. Every time vPRO vm rx
acknowledges a packet, it increases rcv win by (2 ⇥ MSS) after confirming that
there is enough bu↵er space in the ring bu↵er. While packets do not necessarily get
dropped when the ring bu↵er is full, this check guarantees early acknowledged packets
are never dropped en route to the receiver VM. vPRO vm tx processes outgoing ACK
packets and updates the per-flow seqvm , rcv win, and f low mode values based on the
header information of these ACK packets. The other functionality of vPRO vm tx is
to drop unnecessary duplicate ACKs from the VM. This process involves examining
whether a packet received from the VM is an empty ACK, if the packet has already
been acknowledged by vPRO vm rx and if the packet has no control flags set (such
as SYN or FIN bit). If a packet satisfies all the above conditions, it will be dropped.
When the advertised receive window by the VM exceeds the size of the ring bu↵er,
vPRO vm tx sets the window to the size of the ring bu↵er to limit the number of
outstanding packets so that acknowledgement o✏oading can remain online or become online soon. Rewriting the acknowledgement number for ACKs with data and
re-calculating a packet’s TCP checksum are two other functions of vPRO vm tx.
When the VM is both transmitting and receiving, vPRO vm rx has to check
whether incoming data packets contain acknowledgements to the data packets sent
by the VM. If so, vPRO vm rx updates cong windrv and checks the possibility of
transmitting data packets from the VM’s transmit queue. These piggybacked ACKs
prevent vPRO from generating and sending out an extra ACK per data packet received.
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3.4 Evaluation
In this section we present a detailed evaluation of vPRO using the Xen-based prototype. We organize the evaluation in three sections: (1) evaluating TCP throughput
improvement by components of vPRO using micro-benchmarks, (2) application-level
performance improvement by vPRO, and (3) runtime CPU overhead of vPRO.
Experimental Setup Experiments in this section are performed in our virtualized
cloud computing testbed connected by Gigabit Ethernet. Each VM-hosting server
runs Xen 3.3 with Linux 2.6.18 as the operating system for both the driver domain
and the paravirtualized guest VMs. We use Dell PowerEdge servers with a 3.06GHz
Intel Xeon CPU and 4GB of RAM. We enable only one core in the hosts (except in one
experiment with Apache Olio) so that the impact of VMs’ CPU sharing/scheduling
can be studied without interference. In all experiments, we configure VMs with
512MB of memory and use TCP Reno implementation. We allocate a 2048-segment
bu↵er for each VM in the driver domain to support vFlood operations.

3.4.1 TCP Throughput Evaluation
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Figure 3.3. TCP throughput improvement when both sender and receiver are VMs.
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In this experiment both TCP sender and receiver run in VMs in di↵erent hosts,
under four configurations: (1) vanilla Xen, (2) Xen with vFlood enabled at sending
host, (3) Xen with vSnoop enabled at receiving host, and (4) Xen with vPRO enabled
at both hosts. Figure 3.3 shows the performance improvements by vPRO for di↵erent
flow sizes. Both sending and receiving VMs are sharing a CPU core with 2 other busy
VMs occupying their fair share in the CPU. The results show that when both vPRO
sender-side and receiver-side components are activated, TCP gets the most benefit,
compared to vSnoop only or vFlood only configurations. vPRO achieves its best
throughput improvement for the flow size 100KB (11 ⇥ ) and the least improvement
when the flow size is 10MB (36%).

3.4.2 Application-Level Evaluation
In this section we evaluate the benefit of vPRO to real-world applications when
running in a virtualized cloud. We present performance evaluation of two applications
(1) Apache Olio, and (2) Intel MPI benchmark.
Apache Olio Benchmark Figure 3.4 shows our testbed configuration for Apache
Olio experiment. We use four VMs on four distinct physical hosts to run each component of the Olio system. We also run one other VM (with 30% load) per physical
server sharing the same core with Olio VM to create a “VMs sharing CPU” scenario.
vPRO is deployed on all physical servers so that the communication between each
component as well as the communication between clients and the Apache web server
can benefit from vPRO. We allocate a 4096-segment bu↵er in the driver domain for
each VM to support vFlood operations and use Faban [50] as the client load generator. Faban is configured to run for 6 minutes (30-second ramp up, 300-second steady
state, and 30-second ramp down) during which 200 client threads generate di↵erent
types of requests.
We evaluate the number of operations performed by Olio for four di↵erent configurations: (1) vanilla Xen, (2) Xen with vFlood only, (3) Xen with vSnoop only, and
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Figure 3.4. vPRO Apache Olio test setup.

(4) Xen with vPRO. Table 3.1 shows the total count of di↵erent operations performed
by Olio. When vFlood alone is activated in the system, we see total throughput rising
from 31.7 ops/sec in the vanilla Xen configuration to 42.1 ops/sec (a 32.9% improvement). When vSnoop only is activated we see a 25.5% increase in total throughput.
When vPRO is activated, TCP throughput improves on both receive and transmit
paths and we see application-level throughput rising to 50.9 ops/sec (a 60% improvement).
In the above experiment, the driver domain is sharing the same core with the
VMs hosting the components of the Olio benchmark. Next, we repeat the same
experiment while pinning the driver domain to a separate core. The results are shown
in Table 3.2. When the driver domain is pinned to a separate core, it frees up the
CPU resources, which would have otherwise been used for packet processing by the
driver domain, and hence further improves the throughput in all four cases. At the
same time, pinning driver domain to a dedicated core reduces CPU contention among
the VMs and hence the performance gain achieved by vPRO and its components is
lesser than that in the previous experiment.
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Table 3.1
Apache Olio benchmark results.
Count

Count

Count

Count

Operation

Vanilla Xen

vFlood

vSnoop

vPRO

HomePage

2544

3271

3416

4120

TagSearch

3290

4281

4020

5320

EventDetail

2363

3077

3135

3832

PersonDetail

219

331

312

378

AddPerson

53

96

71

120

AddEvent

156

245

178

264

Total

9512

12642

11940

15279

Rate(ops/sec)

31.7

42.1

39.8

50.9

-

32.9%

25.5%

60.0%

Percentage
Improvement

Intel MPI Benchmark

In these experiments, we assess the benefit of vPRO for

executing MPI programs in VMs. Our experiments use the Intel MPI benchmark
(IMB). IMB is communication-intensive benchmark and evaluates the efficiency of
various communication patterns among compute nodes.
We set up a 4-VM MPICH2 [13] execution environment, with each VM hosted
by a distinct physical server. Each VM is co-located with another non-idle VM with
60% load. Similar to the Apache Olio experiment, we evaluate the performance
improvement of selected IMB operations under 4 configurations: (1) vanilla Xen, (2)
Xen with vFlood only, (3) Xen with vSnoop only, and (4) Xen with vPRO.
Our experiment with the IMB shows the e↵ectiveness of vPRO in reducing the
execution time of many MPI communication primitives. Figures 3.5(a) and 3.5(b)
show the results (normalized execution time) under “one-to-many” (Broadcast) and
“many-to-many” (Alltoall) communication patterns, with varying message sizes. The
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Table 3.2
Apache Olio benchmark results when the driver domain is pinned to
a separate core.
Count

Count

Count

Count

Operation

Vanilla Xen

vFlood

vSnoop

vPRO

HomePage

3348

3816

3842

4438

TagSearch

4201

4782

5010

5769

EventDetail

3155

3545

3695

4227

PersonDetail

311

347

415

409

AddPerson

80

96

92

108

AddEvent

189

284

284

314

12405

14234

14727

16839

41.3

47.4

49.1

56.1

-

14.7%

18.7%

35.7%

Total
Rate(ops/sec)
Percentage
Improvement

results show that vPRO and its components lead to notably shorter execution time
for IMB’s Broadcast and Alltoall benchmarks. However it is worth noting that the
execution time reduction is not cumulative as in the Olio results when both vSnoop
and vFlood are activated. The main reason is that the IMB operations are sensitive
to both latency and throughput. Hence they are still a↵ected by the CPU scheduling
delay experienced by the VMs.

3.4.3 vPRO Overhead
In the design and the implementation of vPRO, we strive to keep vPRO as lightweight as possible by only including the minimal functionality of the TCP layer in
vPRO that is essential to TCP acknowledgement and congestion control o✏oading.
To better understand the overhead associated with vPRO, we use the Xenoprof toolkit
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Figure 3.5. Intel MPI benchmark results.

for system profiling, similar to the experiment we discussed in Section 2.5.3. We use
Xenoprof to measure the overhead associated with di↵erent vPRO routines in terms
of the CPU cycles and percentage they consume. We additionally instrument vPRO
routines to record the number of packets they process. This information helps to
assess the per packet cost or the cost incurred by vPRO routines at a given point in
time.
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Table 3.3
vPRO per packet CPU usage.
vFlood Routine

CPU Cycles CPU %

vPRO vm tx()

110

0.65

vPRO vm rx()

566

3.35

vPRO hash lookup()

120

0.71

vPRO build ack()

61

0.36

vPRO update VM()

74

0.43

vPRO process threshold()

82

0.48

Table 3.3 presents the average vPRO overhead for back-to-back 10-second Iperf
transfers in two directions. In the first transfer a stream of packets is sent from the
client to the server (VM) for 10 seconds. In the second transfer the server sends a
stream of packets to the client for 10 seconds. This way we can profile the packet
processing cost for functions associated with both vSnoop and vFlood.
Much of the vPRO’s CPU cycles are spent in vPRO vm rx(). As discussed in
Section 3.3 this function is responsible for performing congestion window scaling when
the VM is transmitting data and generating acknowledgments when the VM is receiving data. On the other hand, the overhead caused by vPRO vm tx() is minimal
because primary responsibilities of this routine are to queue packets coming from the
VM and drop empty ACKs coming from the VM. The queuing mechanism (we reuse
Linux sk bu↵ queuing mechanism skb queue tail()) also incurs negligible overhead.
Function vPRO process threshold() is part of vFlood VM module and hence executes
in the context of the VM and this function is responsible for processing threshold
notifications sent by the vPRO driver domain module.
As for the memory overhead, there are two main sources of overhead: packet
bu↵er overhead and the hash table. Since we fix the packet bu↵er sizes per-VM,
the user can control the amount of memory allocated in the driver domain on behalf
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of the VMs (Section 2.3.3). For the hash table, we use 96 bytes for each per-flow
hash table entry to track flow information (IP addresses, port numbers, sequence
numbers, vPRO state, etc.), so we do not expect this to be a significant overhead
with abundance of memory available in current hosts – as a quantitative example,
10,000 simultaneous flows will use less than 1 MB of memory.

3.5 Summary
In this chapter we presented vPRO, a lightweight integrated solution to alleviate the negative impact of VM consolidation on TCP performance on both transmit
and receive directions. vPRO integrates vFlood which improves TCP transmit performance by o✏oading the VM’s TCP congestion control functionality to the driver
domain, and vSnoop which improves TCP receive performance by o✏oading VM’s
TCP acknowledgment generation functionality to the driver domain. This integration
allows vPRO to emulate a standards compliant TCP stack for the o✏oaded functionality while reducing the amount of processing required to handle a packet compared
to a pipelined implementation of vSnoop and vFlood. Our evaluation of vPRO with
TCP flow-level evaluations and application level evaluations indicate significant improvements by vPRO over vanilla Xen.
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4 A NEW API TO IMPROVE PERFORMANCE OF I/O INTENSIVE
APPLICATIONS IN THE CLOUD
In previous two chapters we discussed systems which improve the TCP throughput
among the VMs in the cloud. In this chapter we focus on applications which use
multiple forms of I/O during their workflow such as applications that use both disk
I/O and TCP.

4.1 Introduction
Most applications hosted in the cloud are I/O intensive. Ever increasing usage of
distributed data processing frameworks such as Hadoop contributes to a significant
share of I/O intensive workload in the cloud. Organizations and companies use public
cloud infrastructures to host their multi-tier web services. Their contents are stored
either in traditional databases (such as MySQL, Oracle) or in NoSQL databases (such
as MongoDB, CouchDB and Cassandra clusters). In addition, many online services in
the cloud (e.g., cloud-based storage) store user-generated content either in databases
or in file systems. Although these applications are diverse in their semantics, many of
them have one common characteristic: they involve moving data from one I/O device
to another. For example, a web server may move data from disk to network when
serving client requests; a storage server may move data from network to disk when
accepting user file upload; a web proxy may move data from one network socket to
another when dispatching incoming traffic; and a local file backup agent may copy
data from one disk to another. The performance of such an “I/O data piping” phase
in the application’s workflow may a↵ect the overall performance of the corresponding
application and in some cases, become its bottleneck.
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The performance of I/O data piping becomes more critical in a virtualized environment. A known consequence of virtualizing hosts in the cloud is the negative
impact it has on the I/O performance of the applications running in the virtual
machines [7, 18, 51, 53–56]. This performance penalty of virtualizing a host on I/O
processing stems from two main sources: VM consolidation [18, 55, 56], and device
virtualization [51, 53, 54, 57]. In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 we demonstrated that by
o✏oading protocol processing functionality to the VMM layer, it is possible to reduce
the negative impact of VM consolidation on TCP and improve the TCP throughput
in VMs. Also, a plethora of projects have been focusing on studying the performance penalty imposed by device virtualization layer and smarter methods to reduce
them [9,10,58]. However, none of these methods can completely eliminate both device
virtualization overhead and performance penalties caused by VM consolidation.
In this chapter, we specifically focus on the data moving component in the workflow of a cloud application. We target portions of the application which are typically
moving data from one location to another without performing transformations on
the data. Such sort of data manipulations can be seen in many applications such
as file servers, intermediate data stores of large data analytics applications (such as
Hadoop), web servers serving static files, backup services, load balancing servers, and
data sharing services etc. These applications typically read data from a device (using
read() system call or one of its variants) and write to the same or another device
(using write() system call or one of its variants). Most of the time, the application
does not need to touch the data and hence it does not need to bring the data into
it’s own address space. But due to the application’s semantics and the nature of
these system calls, the data will be copied to the application’s address space inside
the VM, crossing multiple protection domain boundaries (VMM-VM and VM kernel space - VM user space), which will incur virtualization overhead from the both
sources mentioned above.
So it would seem natural to o✏oad the entire I/O operation to the VMM layer
in these occasions, so that the data does not cross multiple protection domains. By
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doing so, we would be able to avoid scheduling delays – since the operations happen
in the VMM layer (or the driver domain) which gets scheduled more often, and device
virtualization overhead such as data copying, page table and grant table modifications
and switching CPU among di↵erent protection domains – since the data resides in the
VMM layer. However, o✏oading I/O processing functionality to the VMM layer is
not straightforward, since most of the semantic knowledge regarding the data reside
in the VM context and in order to perform the o✏oad operation at the VMM layer,
we need to gather this semantic knowledge from the VM layer and convert them into
a form that the VMM could interpret. As an example, even though the data blocks
that belong to a file in the VM resides in the physical disk and can be read by the
VMM layer without involvement of the VM, in order to map the file to the physical
disk blocks which the VMM could understand, we need the knowledge of the file
system running inside the VM. Similar reasoning can be done for the TCP packets
arriving at the network interface card (NIC).
To realize the idea of o✏oading I/O operations to the VMM layer, we develop a
system called vPipe, where the data from a source device can be “piped” to a destination device with the minimal involvement of the VM’s kernel and the application
running inside the VM. vPipe installs a module in the guest kernel so that we would
be able to get the required semantic information from the VM without transferring
the actual data to the guest VM. Once the semantic information or the mapping is
obtained from the VM, the VMM component of the vPipe performs the actual data
transfer between the source and the destination.
In particular, our contributions are as follows:
1. We propose a new programming interface for data moving applications in the
cloud environments which allows the applications to o✏oad the data moving
operation to the VMM layer of the host.
2. We develop vPipe system, which performs the I/O shortcutting at VMM level
using components in the VM’s kernel and in VMM. The component at the VM
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level collects semantic information about the data source and the data sink
while the VMM component performs the actual data transfer.
3. We present evaluations based on a prototype of vPipe implemented on Linux
running on Xen hypervisor. Our microbenchmark evaluations show that vPipe
achieves upto 2.4⇥ improvements compared to using read/write semantics when
sending large files on disk to client (file to socket), upto 4.7⇥ improvements when
receiving a file and writing to disk (socket to file), upto 67% improvements
when copying a file from one partition to another (file to file), and upto 3.8⇥
improvements when proxying a connection from a client to a server (socketto-socket). Evaluations with popular cloud applications such as web server
systems, Apache Hadoop, and video streaming servers also show significant
performance improvements achieved by vPipe.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 we explain our motivation in detail using a concrete example, followed by the design and implementation
of vPipe system in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4 respectively. We evaluate vPipe in
Section 4.5 using microbenchmarks and a set of real world applications. We discuss
future work in Section 4.6 followed by the summary of the chapter in Section 4.7.

4.2 Motivation
Let us focus on a concrete example where a web server hosted in a VM is sending
a static file located in the disk to a client, in order to understand the overheads
associated with I/O processing when an application running in a VM moves data
from one location to another. In this scenario, the web server process receives an
HTTP request from the client via a TCP connection. The web server parses this
request and locates the file the client is requesting. If the file is a legitimate one, the
web server process sends an HTTP header and then engages in a loop where the file
content is read into a bu↵er in the process’s address space and then written to the
socket corresponding to the client’s TCP connection. The flow of the data in this
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Figure 4.1. Data flow for the web server example.

scenario is shown in Figure 4.1. In this transfer, even though the data is copied all
the way to the web server process’s address space, the web server process as well as
the OS running in the VM only needs to examine some metadata of the file such as
the file length, file type and the file permissions to verify the validity of the file as
well as to construct the HTTP header.
This data flow model has two main inefficiencies in virtualized environments :
1) When data from the disk crosses multiple protection boundaries (i.e., VMM-VM
boundary and kernel-user boundary) to reach the process and then back to the NIC, a
significant amount of CPU overhead is incurred. Even though there are optimizations
such as splice() in Linux to avoid kernel-user boundary crossing overhead, much of the
overhead is caused by the data crossing the VMM-VM boundary which is also known
as the device virtualization overhead. 2) When the VM hosting the web server is
sharing CPUs with other VMs in the host (i.e., VM consolidated environment), this
VM may not always be scheduled, resulting delays in processing events posted by
the VMM regarding availability of data and the completion of operations causing
degraded I/O performance.
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Device Virtualization Overhead

In a virtualized system either the VMM or a

privileged domain, called driver domain, use its native device drivers to access I/O
devices directly, and perform I/O operations on behalf of other unprivileged VMs.
Unprivileged VMs use virtual I/O devices controlled by paravirtualized drivers to
request VMM for device access. VMs needing to perform a read or write to a device
have to follow a series of steps involving data copying, page sharing (which require
page table and grant table modifications), processing virtual interrupts and protection
domain switching (VMM to VM mode) in order to make the VMM access the device
on behalf of the VM. As noted by many existing literature [9, 10, 59], this I/O model
causes significant performance penalty for I/O-intensive VMs due to these extra e↵ort
VMs and the VMM have to make in order to access physical devices.
Driver
domain

Device

Shared
buffer

I/O event

Scheduled
VM
VM2

Scheduling
delay
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VM processes
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Time

Figure 4.2. Scheduling delays a↵ecting I/O event processing time.

VM Scheduling Latency

While device virtulization causes high CPU overhead

for I/O processing which results in degradation of I/O performance, the investigations
in [18,55,56,60] suggest that the main cause for latency in I/O event processing under
virtualization is the VM scheduling - not the device virtualization. An example in
Figure 4.2 shows a device sending an event signaling the availability of the data for
a VM (VM1), when VM1 is sharing the CPU with two other VMs (VM2 and VM3).
The VMM layer would first process the event and place the event in a shared location
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between VM1 and the VMM. However, at this moment VM1 is in the CPU runqueue
waiting for its turn in the CPU. Once VM1 gets scheduled in the CPU, the event can
be consumed and a response can be sent to the device. As shown in the figure, the
VM scheduling delay is a major factor of the overall I/O processing latency. Since
each scheduling slice is typically in the order of tens of milliseconds, this causes very
high latency for I/O event processing by the VM, which would otherwise be in the
range of sub-milliseconds.

4.2.1 Key Intuition
Based on the above example and the analysis of overheads of I/O processing in
virtualized hosts, we make a critical observation: if there were an API such that
the application could instruct the VM’s kernel, which in turn can instruct the VMM
layer to transfer data directly from the disk to the NIC on behalf of the VM, both of
the above discussed performance issues related to I/O processing could be avoided.
First, it would avoid device virtualzation overheads since the data transfer operation
happens inside the VMM layer and hence data copying, page sharing, virtual interrupts processing, and protection domain switching would be unnecessary. Second, it
would avoid delays caused by VM scheduling since the VMM component performing
the data transfer is scheduled more often than the regular VMs to perform interrupt
processing and other management tasks.

4.3 vPipe Design
Our design of vPipe essentially o✏oads the actual data transferring segment of the
data moving operation performed by the application to the VMM. The application
running inside the VM instructs the VM’s kernel to construct a “pipe” between input
device and the output device. The VM’s kernel gathers necessary meta-data from
the source and the destination which are required at the VMM layer (or the driver
domain) to interpret the data in the disk as well as the data coming in or going
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towards the NIC. The driver domain, which has the access to the physical devices
and the drivers controlling them, can construct pipes between them using this metadata information. For applications that insert new data into the data stream, such
as a web server sending dynamic content along with static files, there needs to be
sufficient flexibility in vPipe to let the VM to assume control of the two ends of the
pipe when required.
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Figure 4.3. vPipe system design.

We address the above challenges using two main components in vPipe design as
shown in Figure 4.3: (1) a vPipe VM component that resides in the VM’s kernel space
whose responsibility is to interact with the application, collect meta-data regarding
the source and destination, and call driver domain to carryout the vPipe operation,
and (2) a driver domain component which accesses the physical devices and perform
the actual transfer operation on behalf of the VM. vPipe VM component interacts
with applications by providing a special device and a set of library calls which wrap
the access to this device to provide easy access to the vPipe interface. vPipe VM
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component and the driver domain component communicate with each other using
a standard inter-domain communication channel used by the paravirtualized device
drivers. We will discuss each of these components and the interfaces used by them in
the remainder of the section.

4.3.1 vPipe VM Component
vPipe VM component resides in the VM’s kernel context and acts as the “glue”
between the application which requests the vPipe operation and the driver domain
component which carries out the operation. It also performs the essential role of
communicating with the VM’s I/O subsystem to locate the meta-data information
about the sources and destinations of the o✏oaded operations. While vPipe exposes
a single unified interface to the applications to connect various data sources and
destinations, we currently focus only on files on the disk and TCP sockets.
O✏oading File I/O

In most of the file systems, files are represented by a set

of descriptors (inodes) which contain the information about the file such as the size,
permissions, block device the file is associated with, pointer to the descriptor describing the file system information and a set of identifiers pointing to the physical
blocks which contain the file’s content. Even though an access to the file requires
accessing most of the information contained in these inodes, accessing raw data can
be done just by reading/writing the data blocks in the physical device, which can
be performed at the driver domain even though it does not have access to the inode
information located in the VM’s kernel memory. (It is possible however to access the
VM’s kernel memory using methods such as VM introspection [61] – but the overhead
of such techniques are usually very high for throughput/latency sensitive tasks).
When a file read operation is requested as one end of the pipe in vPipe, the VM
module communicates with the VM’s file system requesting physical block identifiers
of the corresponding file. Higher level file system APIs such as Linux VFS interface
has provisions to retrieve file block identifiers without dealing with di↵erent file system
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implementation details. Most modern file systems use block sizes around 4KB and
given that applications such Hadoop are working with file sizes of many Gigabytes,
we would expect the size of this identifier data structure to be large. Fortunately,
most of these file systems store files in few consecutive ranges of blocks, known as file
extents, and by locating the first block and the range size we can access the entire
range without requiring to have all the identifiers of the blocks. Once all the extents
are retrieved from the VM’s file system, vPipe VM module can pass this information
along with the block device identifier to the driver domain for reading file blocks.
Although, reading a file can be accomplished just by performing above, writing
a file requires more details to be addressed by the vPipe VM module. Specially if
the write operation is an append operation (writing to a new file can be viewed as a
creation of an empty file and appending to it), the VM’s file system requires allocating new empty data blocks to send their identifiers to the vPipe VM module. This
allocation involves operations such as locating free disk blocks, modifying file system specific data structures, performing journalling and other consistency measures,
which are very file system type specific tasks. Hence, higher level file system APIs
do not provide methods to create such empty data blocks. Therefore, vPipe adds
modifications to specific file system layer (ext3 in our prototype implementation) as
well as to the high level generic file system layer as shown in Figure 4.3. Specifically,
we add methods to allocate empty disk blocks without requiring the data associated
with those blocks and to perform necessary housekeeping required by the specific file
system such as adding/removing orphan nodes, starting/stopping the journal, etc. In
case of file overwrite operation, vPipe VM module has to flush dirty pages associated
with the file and mark them invalid, so that the VM’s file system will not overwrite
the blocks written by vPipe driver domain component later while flushing the disk
cache. Once the necessary block identifiers are created with the help of the file system,
vPipe VM module can transfer these identifiers to the driver domain which performs
the actual write operation to the file in the disk.
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An optimization to the file reading operation is to use the disk cache at the VM
level when possible. Reading blocks from the disk cache is much faster than reading from the disk drive and hence even with virtualization overheads it is better to
use these cached blocks if there exists a sizable range of consecutive blocks. However, if the amount of cached blocks are small or if the blocks are scattered in the
range, the overhead of transferring the vPipe operation between the VM and the
driver domain would defeat the savings obtained by the usage of disk cache. In
our current prototype we use the disk cache only if the cached page range exceeds
max{1M B, 10% ⇥ f ile size}. Reading contents from the disk cache is also required
in cases where the contents of the disk cache is marked as dirty.
O✏oading TCP Sockets If either end of the o✏oaded operation is an established
TCP socket, vPipe o✏oads the entire TCP processing functionality to the driver
domain by establishing a shadow socket in the driver domain using the driver domain’s
TCP stack. This approach is somewhat di↵erent from the approach we took o✏oading
the disk files where we performed file system specific tasks at the VM layer and
restricted the driver domain to just read and write raw physical blocks. A less drastic
solution along that line would be the guest VM fabricating placeholder TCP packets
ahead of time that are filled with data in the driver domain. However, this is not
suited here since TCP packets coming in and going out from the NIC has metadata associated with them (such as sequence numbers and window sizes) and proper
handling of a TCP connection requires some processing of these meta-data before
sending data or receiving data. Even with this partial o✏oading of TCP processing,
important information such as congestion control has to be done at driver domain
anyway, otherwise the benefit of shortcutting is completely lost. So it is better to
handover the entire TCP socket to the driver domain during the vPipe operation
and then pass it back to the VM along with the updated information once the vPipe
operation is over.
In order to o✏oad a TCP socket as one end of a vPipe operation, the application
first needs to have valid TCP socket by establishing the connection by using either
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connect() or accept(). When an application passes this socket file descriptor, vPipe
VM module, with the help of VFS and the TCP stack of the VM, can convert this
socket file descriptor to a socket structure which has the necessary information in
order to establish the shadow socket at the driver domain. This information include
source IP address, destination IP address, source port, destination port, last sent
sequence number, last received sequence number, and window size. We also collect
the congestion control information from the VM’s TCP stack, such as the congestion
window, ssthreshold and the current mode of the connection (either slow start or
congestion avoidance) so that we can continue with the same congestion information
at the driver domain rather than beginning from the slow start and generally building
up the connection. However, before collecting this data from the acquired socket
structure, we have to make sure that all the packets sent by the VM before the vPipe
operation, is acknowledged by the other end. This is because, if there were a packet
loss of these data, we would not be able to recover from the packet loss once the socket
is o✏oaded to the driver domain, since the active socket now resides on the driver
domain while data that should be retransmitted resides in the VM. So we perform a
busy wait on the socket until all the sent data packets are acknowledged by the other
end.
There is another subtle point we have to address when an o✏oaded TCP socket is
the source end of the pipe. In this case, as soon as the TCP connection is established
by the application and just before establishing the vPipe o✏oad operation, the other
end of the connection might start sending data while the VM’s TCP socket is still
active. This would make the o✏oad operation complex if the other end keeps on
sending data towards the VM continuously, while creating the shadow socket. To
prevent this happening, when a TCP socket is passed as the input of the pipe, we
first install a packet filter rule at the IP layer of the VM to drop packets coming
towards that connection. Then we check the TCP bu↵ers of the VM to see whether
there are any received data from the other end for the duration starting when the
vPipe operation invoked by the application and ending when the vPipe VM module
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installs the rule to the IP layer. If there are any data segments in the bu↵er, we first
send them out to the destination of the pipe and adjust parameters such as the length
of the operation, start block of the file (if the destination is a file), etc.

4.3.2 vPipe Driver Domain Component
vPipe driver domain component is responsible for carrying out vPipe operations
o✏oaded by all the VMs in the host. To do so, vPipe driver domain component
interacts with the TCP stack of the driver domain and with the virtual disk driver
backend which exposes the VM disk images to the VMs. At the system initialization,
vPipe driver domain component enumerates all the active virtual disks and initializes
a device descriptor for each of these virtual disks. This allows the vPipe driver domain
component to interact with these virtual disks immediately for a vPipe operation.
Also it creates a hook to the VM management subsystem to notify the addition and
removal of the virtual disks when the VMs are created and destroyed. We allocate
a pool of pages as the bu↵ers associated with each of these descriptors, to perform
vPipe operations – we use statically allocated pool of pages so that the time spent in
allocating pages is minimal when an operation is o✏oaded to the vPipe driver domain
component.
The vPipe operations received by the VMs are encapsulated in vPipe descriptors.
A thread from the VM specific thread pool (Figure 4.3) is assigned to carryout each
vPipe operation. Each of the threads are responsible for carrying out one vPipe
operation at a given time – we opt to this model rather than using the event driven
model primarily due to simplicity.
vPipe driver domain component receives o✏oad requests from the vPipe VM
component via an inter-domain communication channel which is similar to the ones
used in implementing paravirtual device drivers (e.g., Xen’s ring bu↵er mechanism).
This channel uses a ring bu↵er to hold the descriptors for shared pages which describe
the vPipe operation with information such as the type of operation (socket to socket,
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socket to file, file to socket or file to file), the meta-data associated with the source
and the destination and the length of the operation (in bytes). A virtual interrupt
mechanism (such as Xen inter-domain events) is used to notify the availability of
a new vPipe operation in the ring bu↵er by the VM or to notify a completion of
operation by the driver domain.
File I/O

A vPipe o✏oad request with a file as one end of the pipe contains

a data structure that describes the file as a set of physical blocks, the start o↵set
of the operation in the file and the length of the operation. vPipe driver domain
component first verifies the validity of the request by checking whether the supplied
block identifier range falls within the size of the virtual disk image. The requests
passing this condition are assigned a set of pages from the page bu↵er to carry out
the vPipe operation. If the file is the source end of the pipe, disk read requests are
created with the block identifiers and memory pages and submitted to the disk driver
in batches. The batch size is determined by the queue length of the virtual disk
driver. As the read requests complete, the write function of the pipe descriptor is
called along with the associated pages. If the file is the destination of a pipe, the write
function receives a set of pages filled with data to be written. These pages are used to
create a set of disk write requests along with the disk block identifiers received from
the vPipe VM component and submitted to virtual disk driver in batches. Both read
and write operations are carried out in a loop until we exhaust the supplied length
of the vPipe operation.
TCP Sockets vPipe driver domain component uses the driver domain’s TCP stack
to establish “shadow sockets” at the driver domain, which are replicas of the original
sockets in the VM contexts. During the vPipe operation, we disable the original
socket at the VM level so that the user process will not be able to send or receive
data using it. There are three high level steps involved in creating a shadow socket:
First, a socket structure is created by the vPipe driver domain component in the driver
domain’s TCP stack using standard socket kernel interface. This socket however, is
not a complete socket structure since we have not connected it to a peer using either
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connect() or accept() functions. It is mere a representation of an empty socket created
in the driver domain’s kernel space. Second, the vPipe driver domain component
associates the meta-data received from the VM to this empty socket structure. Since
the kernel socket interface at the driver domain does not have APIs to populate
sockets directly with information such as source and destination IP addresses, source
and destination ports, window information, etc., we add a small modification to the
driver domain’s TCP stack which allows us to directly manipulate the sockets and
add these information when a shadow socket is created. Finally, forwarding entries
are added to the driver domain’s IP routing subsystem and to the bridging subsystem
so that the packets destined to o✏oaded sockets are routed to driver domain’s TCP
stack rather than to the VM where original socket resides. Marking the shadow socket
as ESTABLISHED at the end of these three steps allows the shadow socket to be
fully functional. The vPipe driver domain component, depending whether the socket
is the source of a pipe or the destination of a pipe, can perform recv() or send()
operations on this socket.

4.3.3 Sharing the Driver Domain
With vPipe, we must ensure that the vPipe worker threads belonging to di↵erent
VMs (Figure 4.3) are fairly sharing the resources in the driver domain, since the I/O
operations belonging to VMs are now carried out within the driver domain. Specifically, we should “charge” the work done by the these threads in the driver domain to
the VMs requesting vPipe-enabled I/O. Lack of such accounting and control will lead
to unfairness in carrying out vPipe operations and may allow some VMs to gain unfair advantage in the virtualized system. We address this challenge by using a simple
credit-based scheme. Each per-VM thread pool of vPipe driver domain component is
allocated a certain amount of credits based on the priority (weight) of the associated
VM. These credits are consumed by the threads as they perform I/O operations based
on the amount of bytes transferred. When the threads run out of credits, they wait
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for a function that runs periodically to add more credits to them. The period that
function runs is tunable to make fine grained adjustments for fairness. In situations
where we require work conserving property, we just assign a very low priority for the
threads exhausting their available credit until the timer task adds more credits. The
total amount of credits divvied among the thread pools is calculated by running a
calibration task at the installation stage of vPipe system. This calibration process
takes into account the maximum I/O capacity of the virtualized host.

4.3.4 vPipe User API
The vPipe user API is a set of functions provided by libvpipe user level library
which hides the complexity of interacting with the vPipe VM component from the
application. This library provides six main functions shown in the Table 4.1 corresponding to each of the vPipe operations. The application can associate a handle
for vPipe operations by calling vpipe create() function with the input file descriptor
and the output file descriptor. By doing this ahead of time, application can save
time taken for socket or file descriptor lookup times spent by the vPipe VM module, specifically for processes which perform vPipe operations on the same set of
file descriptors periodically (e.g., a proxy server supporting persistent connections).
The set of vpipe source to destination() calls instruct the VM component to perform
the four types of supported vPipe operations – currently these functions are blocking calls even if the corresponding file descriptors are working under non-blocking
mode. Implementing non-blocking functionality is left as future work. Finally, the
vpipe destroy() function deregisters the descriptor and deallocates any memory associated with the descriptor. This is an important step if the process created a
descriptor using vpipe create(), since there is no way for the vPipe VM component
to know if the process holding the vPipe descriptor exited in order to deregister the
handle and to cleanup memory associated with it. We also have another set of simi-

Table 4.1
vPipe user API.
API Function
vpipe create()

vpipe socket to file()

vpipe socket to socket()

vpipe file to socket()

Input Parameters
in fd,
out fd
vPipe descriptor,
file o↵set, length
vPipe descriptor,
length
vPipe descriptor,
file o↵set, length

Return Value
vPipe descriptor

Bytes written to out fd

Bytes written to out fd

Bytes written to out fd

vPipe descriptor,
vpipe file to file()

in file o↵set, length,

Description
Creates a vPipe descriptor instance for a given
source and a destination descriptors
Perform a vPipe operation with a socket
as the source and a file as the destination
Perform a vPipe operation with a socket as the
source and another socket as the destination
Perform a vPipe operation with a file as the
source and a socket as the destination
Perform a vPipe operation with a file as the

Bytes written to out fd

source and another file as the destination

0 on success, failure

Deregisters the vPipe descriptor and deallocates

code otherwise

memory associated with it

out file o↵set
vpipe destroy()

vPipe descriptor
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lar vpipe source to destination() functions which do not require a handle – they will
create a handle on the fly and destroy it once the vPipe operation is finished.
We also develop a Java user API for vPipe to be used with frameworks such as
Hadoop. This Java API is a wrapper on top of libvpipe, developed using Java native
interface (JNI). This library locates the socket and file descriptors associated with
Java Socket and FileInputStream / FileOutputStream objects and calls the corresponding libvpipe function to perform the o✏oad operation.

4.4 vPipe Implementation
We implemented a prototype of vPipe on Xen 4.1 as the VMM and Linux 3.2 as
the kernel of VMs and the driver domain. vPipe VM module is implemented as a
loadable Linux kernel module. This module uses Linux VFS functions to manipulate
file descriptors and to locate kernel socket data structures when the process makes
vPipe calls using file and socket descriptors. Since most of the VFS functions, data
structures, and kernel socket structures are exposed to kernel modules, we did not
have to make any changes to kernel running in guests in order to implement pipes
involving file read operations and socket read/write operations. However, for file
write operations, we added modifications to both ext3 file system as well as to the
generic VFS layer. The change in the ext3 file system adds two functions to the
ext3 inode operations. The first function, ext3 vpipe dio start(), allows the creation
of new block identifiers for append operations, without any data pages. It also starts
the ext3 journal and adds the inode to the orphan inode list in order to rollback the
file system to previous state in case of an abandoned write operation. The second
function, ext3 vpipe dio end(), which gets called once the actual data write is done by
the vPipe driver domain component, performs clean up operations on the temporary
state created by the write operation, such as stopping the journal, extend the file size
(in case of a successful write), truncate the extra data blocks (in case some of the
allocated block identifiers were not used for the write), syncing inode to the disk, and
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removing the inode from the orphan list. The changes made in the generic file system
(VFS) layer includes adding pointers to the file’s address space operations structure
(ext3 aops structure), so that the above functions can be called from the VFS layer,
and adding functionality to flush and invalidate pages which have dirty content in
case of a file overwrite.
Similar to the vPipe VM component, the vPipe driver domain component is also
implemented as a loadable Linux kernel module. We also had to make changes in
the driver domain kernel – this time in order to create o✏oaded sockets. Our modifications include changes to Linux generic sockets layer (sock create shadow()) – to
create shadow sockets with meta-data supplied by the VM, to the inet stream layer
(inet stream shadow socket()) – to perform IP specific initialization to the shadow
socket, such as setting source and destination IP addresses of the socket, to the TCP
v4 subsystem (tcp v4 shadow socket()) – to perform TCP specific initialization to the
shadow socket, such as setting port numbers, sequence numbers, congestion information, initializing bu↵ers etc., to the IP routing layer (ip rt add shadow flow()), and to
the Ethernet bridging subsystem (br input add shadow flow()) – to forward packets
destined to o✏oaded socket to the driver domain’s TCP stack. vPipe driver domain
module interacts with the Linux block I/O subsystem using block I/O API. Each of
the vPipe operations are carried out by a Linux kernel thread (kthread ) picked from
the per-VM thread pool.
We implemented the communication channel between the vPipe VM component
and vPipe driver domain component similar to a standard paravirtualized Xen device,
which uses a ring bu↵er and Xen event channel mechanism. The ring bu↵er contains
descriptors of pages containing the actual vPipe operation information. These pages
are shared between the VM and the driver domain using Xen grant table mechanism.
The application interface of vPipe VM module is a special device in the VM’s
device directory (/dev/vpipe). The user level processes can call ioctl() on this special device to interact with the vPipe VM module. However, as we discussed in
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Section 4.3.4 we wrap this basic interface with a set of C function calls and Java
methods for the ease of use of vPipe system by the applications.

4.5 Evaluation
This section presents our evaluation of vPipe system using both microbenchmarks
and typical cloud applications.
Testbed Setup

Our testbed consists of identical servers, each of which have a

3GHz Intel Xeon quad-core CPU and 16GB of memory. These servers run Xen 4.1.2
as the VMM and Linux 3.2 as the OS for all of the VMs and driver domain. In all
hosts, we pinned driver domain to one of the cores and we pinned all of the VMs
to another core to trigger VM scheduling e↵ects. For the experiments we needed to
generate deterministic CPU workloads, we used lookbusy tool [62].

4.5.1 Microbenchmarks
File Sending Throughput We used a simple application that reads from a file on
the disk and writes to the socket connected to a client running in another host. The
application uses two modes to transfer the file to client : sendfile() system call and
vpipe file to socket() library function.
Figure 4.4(a) shows the throughput improvements achieved by vPipe transferring
a 512MB file when the VM running the application is co-located with 0, 1, 2, and 3
other VMs. When only the application VM is running on the core, both sendfile()
and vPipe modes can reach upto the full available bandwidth of the 1Gbps link.
As the number of VMs sharing the core increases, throughput drops for sendfile()
configuration. However, since vPipe o✏oads the processing of the entire I/O operation
to the driver domain, throughput can remain the same regardless of the number of
VMs sharing the core.
Figure 4.5(a) shows the results when we varied the file size being transferred while
the server application is sharing the CPU with two other busy VMs. The improve-
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Figure 4.4. Throughput improvement with di↵erent number of VMs per core.

ments are quite stable over the file sizes from 64MB to 1GB, even though the throughput of sendfile() mode gets slightly improved when transferring large files.
File Receiving Throughput

In this experiment we used a simple application

that receives a file sent from a client running in a di↵erent host and writes it to the
disk. The file is opened with O SYNC flag and hence the writes are directly flushed
to the disk avoiding any e↵ects of Linux disk bu↵er cache. Figure 4.4(b) shows the
throughput improvements achieved by vPipe when the number of VMs sharing the
core with the application VM is varied from 0 to 3 while transferring a 512MB file
from client to the VM.
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Figure 4.5. Throughput improvement with varying data size.

The results in Figure 4.5(b) shows that the throughput improvements are stable
over various file sizes (from 64MB to 1GB), when the VM running the server is sharing
the CPU with two other VMs.
Connecting Two Sockets

This experiment emulates a proxy server which per-

forms connection forwarding. In this experiment, we have an application consisting
of 3 components. A server component which accepts a connection from a client and
writes a file from the disk to the connection, a client which connects to a server and
receives the file, and a proxy server which forwards connections from the client to the
server. We run both server and the client applications on physical machines while
hosting the proxy in a VM, which uses read-write mode as well as vPipe to perform
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the forwarding of the connection. Figure 4.4(c) shows the throughput improvements
achieved by vPipe, when the number of VMs sharing the core with the proxy server
VM is varied from 0 to 3 while transferring a 512 MB file from the server to the client.
Figure 4.5(c) shows the results of the experiment where we varied the file size
being transferred when the proxy server is sharing the CPU with two other busy
VMs. This shows that the improvements are independent of the file size and mainly
depend on the number of VMs sharing the same CPU core.
File Copying Throughput

We modified the Linux copy (cp) utility to use vPipe

for this experiment. We also created two disk images for the VM so that we can emulate an application copying a file from one disk to another during a backup operation
as an example. Figure 4.4(d) shows the throughput improvements achieved by vPipe
when we copied a 512MB file while the CPU running the VM being shared by 0 to
3 other VMs. In this case, even though vPipe shows improvements over the vanilla
Xen configuration, the improvements are not as significant as the three other cases.
The main reason for this is: during the file copy operation, a high volume of read and
write requests are issued to the same physical disk and hence the physical disk itself
becomes the bottleneck in the data path.
Figure 4.5(d) shows the throughput improvements when the file size varied from
64MB to 1GB when the CPU is being shared by 3 VMs. The results show similar
improvements to the previous experiment, however, the trend shows that the gains
are independent of the file size.

4.5.2 Sharing the Driver Domain
After evaluating vPipe’s e↵ectiveness for carrying out I/O operations, we now
evaluate our credit-based scheme for fairly sharing the driver domain among multiple
VMs requesting vPipe enabled I/O. In this experiment, we use 3 VMs performing
file-to-socket vPipe operations. The weight ratio for VM1, VM2 and VM3 is set to
be 1:1:2. We start with VM1 sending a file located in the disk to a client using vPipe.
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Figure 4.6. Average throughput when I/O intensive VMs share the driver domain.

After 5 seconds VM2 starts sending a file on disk to another client. After another 5
seconds VM3 also starts sending a file to a third client using vPipe.
Figure 4.6 shows the throughput (1 second average) obtained by each of the operations. Initially VM1 gets about 117MBps (close to wire speed of 1Gbps network),
since there is no other workload to compete with it. When VM2 starts the vPipe
operation at 5 seconds, both throughputs settle at about 58MBps since they have 1:1
weight ratios. But when VM3 starts its vPipe operation it gets about 58MBps while
VM1 and VM2 get about 29MBps each, conforming to the 1:1:2 weight ratio. At 21
seconds VM3 finishes its I/O operation and VM1’s and VM2’s throughputs go back
up to 58 MBps each.

4.5.3 Application-Level Evaluation
Web Server System with a Load Balancer

In this experiment, we create

a load balanced web server system consisting of two backend web severs running
Lighttpd [63] and a load balancing server running Pound load balancer [64] fronting
them. Pound distributes the requests to the backend web servers using round robin
algorithm while the Lighttpd servers serve various sized files located in the disk.
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Figure 4.7. Configuration of the web server system.

We modified the Lighttpd web server to use vpipe file to socket() function instead
of sendfile() when serving static files. Also we modified the Pound load balancer to
use vpipe socket to socket() function instead of the send()-receive() when forwarding
connections between the backend servers and the clients.
Figure 4.7 shows the configuration of the experiment. We populate both of the web
servers with exactly the same set of static files. We use httperf to generate repeated
requests for files of sizes 1MB, 10MB, 100MB, and 1GB to stress test this web server
system. Figure 4.8 shows the results of our experiment under four configurations.
The “Xen” scenario is the vanilla Xen running with no optimizations. In “vPipe-LB”
scenario, we install vPipe system only on the host running the load balacer. In the
“vPipe-web” case we installed vPipe system on hosts running both web servers, but
not on the host running load balancer. Finally, in “vPipe-all” configuration we equip
all the hosts with vPipe.
As shown in Figure 4.8, all the vPipe-* configurations outperform Xen configuration for all the file sizes. The vPipe-all configuration gives the best throughput improvement (upto 2.9 ⇥) since it uses file-to-socket pipe to improve the web
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Figure 4.8. Throughput improvement for the web server system.

servers’ throughput as well as the socket-to-socket pipe to improve the load balancer’s
throughput. vPipe-LB configuration outperforms the vPipe-web, since the load balancer is the bottleneck of the system and improving throughput of load balancer
allows the system to have improved throughput.
Apache Hadoop

Apache Hadoop is an open source implementation of MapRe-

duce framework [12] which is a popular programming paradigm for large scale dataintensive operations in cloud environments. Many cloud applications which perform
large scale search indexing, data mining, and machine learning have been ported to
use Hadoop. Due to the distributed nature of Hadoop processing, large amounts of
data are transferred among Hadoop data processing nodes, known as slaves, during
an execution of a Hadoop job.
We modified Hadoop to use vPipe for its data transfer operations among slave
nodes. Specifically, we modified the “copy” phase of the Hadoop task to use vPipe
when transferring the intermediate data files produced by the mappers to reducers.
We used two applications in our experiment. The first application is a very simple one
(IdentityMapper) where the application itself does not perform any data processing
and it aims to test the performance of the Hadoop I/O pipeline by just copying the
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input data to the output. The second application is the TeraSort which is one of
Hadoop’s widely used benchmarks.
For IdentityMapper experiment we used 2 VMs in the Hadoop cluster hosted in
two separate physical machines, each sharing the CPU core with 2 other busy VMs.
In the TeraSort benchmark, we used a 4-node configuration where the 4 VMs are
hosted in 4 di↵erent physical machines and each of them are sharing a CPU core with
2 other busy VMs. In each of these experiments we generated input data such that
each node processes approximately 1GB of data. Table 4.2 shows the throughput
improvements achieved by vPipe during the Hadoop copy phase and the reductions
achieved by the vPipe in overall execution time for these applications.
Table 4.2
Performance improvement for Hadoop.

Copy throughput (MBps)

Execution time (s)

IdentityMapper

TeraSort

Xen

12.7

6.7

vPipe

40.3

32.7

Improvement

217%

387%

Xen

153

357

vPipe

121

324

Reduction

21.3%

9.2%

Even though Hadoop is I/O intensive, there is a quite large amount of data processing done within the framework itself. As an example, the framework performs
a “group by” operation for intermediate data before feeding them to the reducers.
This is why the overall execution time is not reduced significantly, even though vPipe
improves the I/O throughput in copy phase quite significantly. When the amount
of processing performed by the application goes higher, the execution time reduction
achieved by vPipe becomes lower, as evident by TeraSort application results.
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Streaming Video

We modified GNUMP3d [65], an open source streaming server

for MP3s, OGG vorbis files, movies, and other media formats, to use vPipe when
serving video files. We ran GNUMP3d in a VM and hosted this VM in a server
along with 2 and 3 other core-sharing VMs. We used large video files (size exceeding
500MB) of MPEG-4 format for our experiments.
First we evaluated the number of simultaneous clients which can be supported by
GNUMP3d while running with default Xen configuration and with vPipe. For this,
we used MPlayer [66] in command line mode running in 3 other physical machines,
with video and audio output directed to null device. We measured the number
of simultaneous MPlayer instances which can be supported by GNUMP3d without
causing interruption in playback (i.e., “bu↵er empty” events). Columns 2 and 4 of
Table 4.3 show the results we achieved when we ran VM running GNUMP3d with 2
and 3 other core-sharing VMs respectively.
Next, we evaluated the throughput improvement of the GNUMP3d with vPipe
by measuring the time to bu↵er a complete movie of 750MB with default Xen and
vPipe. Columns 3 and 5 show the time to bu↵er the movie file by a media player,
when VM running GNUMP3d is sharing the core with 2 and 3 other busy VMs.
Table 4.3
Performance improvement for GNUMP3d.
3 CPU Sharing VMs

4 CPU Sharing VMs

Max. No.

Bu↵er

Max. No.

Bu↵er

of Clients

Time (s)

of Clients

Time (s)

Xen

910

11.7

780

13.6

vPipe

1303

8.1

1216

8.3

43.1

(31.6)

55.8

(38.9)

% Improvement
/(Reduction)
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Compared with default Xen configuration GNUMP3d with vPipe achieves 43%
and 56% improvements for the number of simultaneous clients for 3 VM and 4 VM
configurations respectively. For the throughput, GNUMP3d with vPipe achieves 32%
and 39% reductions in the time to completely bu↵er the movie by a single client.

4.6 Discussion
O✏oading Code with vPipe Operations Current vPipe operations only support
the data transfers that do not involve any processing in between the source and the
destination. This requirement limits the applicability of vPipe and also restricts the
potential throughput gains. As an example, a proxy server which encodes/decodes
data coming from the backend before sending to the clients would not be able to
employ vPipe. However, if the the proxy server can attach a small piece of code that
can be run between the source and the destination along with the pipe operation,
this encoding/decoding can be performed at the driver domain. Another example
is database servers that run filters on data for selective data transfers. In this case
if the query along with the record parser can be o✏oaded to the driver domain, a
significant amount of data crossing the VMM-VM boundary can be reduced. However,
this type of code o✏oading has security implications since allowing arbitrary code
from the VMs’ to execute in the privileged domain can expose vulnerabilities. So an
extensive verification of the code attached by the application should be performed
before accepting it to be executed at the driver domain.
Non-blocking vPipe Operations

As per our discussion in Section 4.3.4, our

current version of vPipe does not support non-blocking vPipe operations. vPipe
operations are non-blocking at the VM’s kernel level, i.e., once the vPipe operation
is submitted to the driver domain by the VM component, it can continue performing
other tasks and the completion is signaled by a virtual interrupt by the driver domain.
However, allowing the applications to continue once the vPipe operation is submitted,
may pose challenges, specially if the applications attempt to access the file or socket
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belonging to the vPipe operation. To prevent this we can instrument the VFS layer
such that, if an operation is attempted on those file descriptors, VFS can return an
error code (such as EBUSY ) and re-architect the applications not to assume this
error as a fatal error. We also need to implement necessary infrastructure to support
the usage of select()/poll() operations using the vPipe descriptor.

4.7 Summary
In this chapter we discussed the vPipe system, which o✏oads the I/O processing
functionality to the VMM layer when the application running in the VM is performing
data moving operations. When the application is performing such an I/O activity,
traditional virtualized systems would move the data associated with the I/O operation
to the application’s memory space and then back to the VMM layer, incurring I/O
overheads associated with virtual device emulation as well as VM consolidation. vPipe
mitigates these performance penalties by shortcutting I/O operations at the VMM
layer. Our evaluation of a vPipe prototype shows that vPipe can improve throughput
of file-to-file, file-to-socket, socket-to-file, socket-to-socket data moving I/O operations
as well as the performance of popular cloud applications such as web server systems,
Apache Hadoop, and video streaming servers.
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5 RELATED WORK
We now discuss related e↵orts that fall into the general area of performance improvement of I/O in cloud environments. We group them into five categories: (1) reducing
virtualization overhead along the I/O path, (2) improving VMM I/O scheduling, (3)
optimizing TCP for datacenters, (4) reducing VM scheduling delay to improve I/O
performance, and (5) o✏oading I/O functionality to VMM and hardware.
Reducing Virtualization Overhead Along the I/O Path

There exists many

previous e↵orts focusing on reducing the overhead associated with device virtualization along the data path of I/O processing. In [9] Menon et al. propose several
optimizations such as scatter/gather I/O, checksum o✏oad and TCP segmentation
o✏oad (TSO) for virtual NICs to improve TCP performance in Xen VMs. In [10] they
propose packet coalescing to reduce the overhead of TCP per packet processing cost
in virtual machines and hence to improve the TCP receive performance. TwinDrivers
project [58] demonstrates that CPU overhead involved in network packet processing
can be reduced by performing part of the network device’s functionality at the hypervisor level. In [67] authors discuss Hyper-Switch, which implements the data plane
of the virtual switch handling the network multiplexing at the hypervisor layer instead of the driver domain and implements control plane functionality similar to the
Open vSwitch [68] at driver domain. This allows efficient and scalable packet processing while maintaining the flexibility of controlling the switch via OpenFlow [69]
commands.
SR-IOV capable network devices [11] enable direct I/O between the VM and the
NIC while sharing the NIC between multiple guest VMs. They o↵er the benefits
of direct I/O throughput and reduced CPU utilization while greatly increasing the
scalability. However, in [70] authors point out that direct device assignment for
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unmodified guests have two serious issues: First, it requires pinning all of the guest’s
pages, thereby disallowing memory overcommitment typical in modern virtualized
systems. Second, it exposes the guest’s memory to buggy device drivers. The authors
propose emulating the IOMMU in the VMM layer to the unmodified guests as a
solution to this problem. In current versions of vFlood, vPRO, and vPipe we cannot
handle SR-IOV devices and VMM bypass I/O devices since the driver domain cannot
interpose in the data path for these devices. We discuss more on this in Chapter 6.
In [71] authors argue that VM exits due to I/O events is a major cause of performance loss in modern systems. They propose SplitX system, where the execution
of the guest and the hypervisor are split into di↵erent cores. They also propose
hardware extensions to the x86 architecture that will enable the implementation of
SplitX, and describe how an approximation of SplitX can be implemented on current
hardware. Similarly, Gordon et al. propose exit-less interrupt delivery mechanisms
to alleviate interrupt handling overhead [54, 59] in virtualized systems, where I/O
events are passed to the VM without exiting to the hypervisor. Ahmed et al. propose
virtual interrupt coalescing for virtual SCSI controllers [72], based on the number of
in-flight commands to the disk controller. While these techniques are quite e↵ective
in reducing the virtualization overhead, they cannot fundamentally eliminate it.
XenSocket [73], XenLoop [74], Fido [75], and XWAY [76] use shared memory
primitives provided by Xen to bypass the driver domain and create efficient communication channels between VMs in the same host. While XenSocket introduces a
new type of socket to the application layer, the others are transparent to applications
as the inter-domain communication channel is placed underneath the network stack.
IVC [77] is another e↵ort in this direction that targets the high performance computing (HPC) domain. vFlood, vPRO, and vPipe complement these approaches as they
optimize I/O data transfers across di↵erent hosts.
Improving VMM I/O Scheduling More recent e↵orts have focused on improving
flexibility, fairness, and efficiency of I/O sharing among VMs by improvements to
the VMM I/O scheduler. PARDA [78] is a storage I/O scheduler for VMMs, which
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enforces proportional-share fairness among distributed hosts accessing a storage array,
without assuming any support from the array itself. PARDA uses average latency
of the storage array as an indicator for array overload and adjusts per-host issue
queue lengths in a decentralized manner using flow control. mClock [79] achieves
fair I/O resource allocation for VMs in an individual VMware ESX host based on
proportional-share fairness subject to a minimum reservation and a maximum limit.
In SRP (Storage Resource Pools) [80], authors extend mClock to schedule disk I/O
at cluster level and to support the logical grouping of related VMs into hierarchical
pools. SRP allows proportional shares, reservations, and limits at both the VM
level and resource pool levels. hClock [81] implements hierarchical resource pools
and supports three controls in a hierarchical manner similar to the SRP (i.e., limits,
reservations, and shares) for network packet scheduling in a cluster of VMware ESX
hosts. Kesavan et al. report that proportional sharing of I/O resources is sometimes
ine↵ective due to the complex interaction between the VM’s I/O scheduler and the
VMM’s I/O scheduler [82, 83]. DVT [82] addresses this problem by the notion of
Di↵erential Virtual Time, where I/O service latency is manipulated in such a manner
that VMs experience less variability in I/O service time.
Optimizing TCP for Datacenters

Recently, researchers have proposed adapt-

ing TCP to datacenter environments. For example, DCTCP [27] has been proposed
to leverage ECN capability in switches to provide multi-bit feedback about bu↵ers
to end hosts. In vFlood and vPRO, we do not propose any new variant of TCP
per se; yet we can potentially re-architect DCTCP similar to what vPRO does to
regular TCP. Another interesting issue in datacenter networking is the in-cast problem, where multiple hosts send bursts of data to a barrier-synchronized client causing
bu↵er overflows in Ethernet switches [84]. To solve this, the authors of [84] propose
enabling micro-second TCP timeouts using high-resolution timers, and desynchronizing retransmissions by adding randomness to the TCP retransmission timer. We can
potentially o✏oad this functionality, following the methodology of vPRO.
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Reducing VM Scheduling Delay to Improve I/O Performance

Since VM

scheduling delay can significantly a↵ect VM’s I/O processing throughput as well as
application perceived latency in VM consolidated environments, many past projects
have focused on minimizing scheduling delay for I/O intensive applications. Ongaro
et al. [29] studied the relation between the Xen VM scheduling and I/O performance.
Their study concludes that the VMM schedulers in Xen cannot achieve the same
fairness for I/O as for CPU and, when the system has both bandwidth-intensive
VMs and latency-sensitive VMs, current available schedulers show mixed results.
vSlicer [56] categorizes VMs into latency sensitive VMs and non-latency sensitive
VMs, and schedules the latency sensitive VMs frequently for shorter period of time in
the same scheduling period, thereby reducing the perceived latency for applications
running in the latency sensitive VMs. vBalance [85] proposes routing interrupts from
the I/O devices to the currently scheduled virtual CPU (vCPU) of the corresponding
VM to minimize the interrupt processing delay. This works well for SMP VMs (i.e.,
VMs that have more than one vCPU), but will not improve the performance for single
vCPU VMs or systems where there is no guarantee that at least one vCPU of any VM
is scheduled at any given time. In contrast, vTurbo [60] o✏oads the I/O processing of
the VMs to a core with very small time slices, so that the scheduling delay for virtual
CPUs in this core is extremely small and therefore the I/O processing latency for VMs
is almost similar to a non-virtualized host. The work in [86] exploits the homogeneous
nature of VMs running MapReduce tasks and proposes grouping these VMs together
and sorting the runqueue based on this grouping. Also they propose batching I/O
requests to reduce context switches between the VM and the VMM. Govindan et al.
propose [28] preferential scheduling of communication oriented VMs over their CPUintensive counterparts to reduce network receive latency and anticipatory scheduling
to reduce network transmit latency. The primary focus of all of these work is to reduce
the scheduling delay of I/O intensive VMs and thereby either to reduce the latency
or improve throughput in I/O processing. However, they still face the problem of
overhead due to the device virtualization layer.
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O✏oading I/O Functionality to VMM and Hardware

O✏oading I/O oper-

ations to improve performance is a very well studied area. In [87] the authors discuss
the idea of o✏oading common middleware functionality to the hypervisor layer to reduce the context switches between the guest and the hypervisor. Virt-FS [88] presents
a para-virtulized file system, as an alternative to NFS or CIFS, which allows sharing
driver domain’s (or host’s) file system with VMs causing minimal overhead. In contrast to these approaches, vPipe introduces shortcutting at the generic I/O level and
hence applies to a broader class of cloud applications.
TCP o✏oad engines (TOEs) [89] by di↵erent vendors such as Alacritech [30],
Broadcom [90], and Chelsio [31] are at the other extreme in the design space. They
basically enable o✏oading the entire TCP stack into hardware, thereby reducing CPU
usage for running TCP. Despite their existence, they have only found their way into
niche markets; commodity servers do not adopt TOEs citing scalability, extensibility,
and cost reasons [37]. Given many cores in modern processors, an alternative approach
is to consider TCP onloading [37], where TCP processing could be dedicated to one
of the cores. IsoStack project [32] also o✏oads TCP/IP stack to a dedicated core
to reduce excessive CPU utilization due to bouncing cache lines of shared network
control data structures. Unfortunately, in virtualized environments, the guest VM’s
TCP stack requires intrusive changes to take full advantage of either TCP o✏oading
or onloading approaches, which makes it hard to adopt in a general setting. In vFlood
and vPRO, we focus on less intrusive and relatively more transparent approaches to
improve TCP throughput in virtualized environments.
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6 CONCLUSIONS
In recent years we have witnessed a rapid growth in adoption of cloud computing
by enterprises and individual users, due to its inherent economic and management
benefits. A key technology that empowers cloud computing is virtualization. A
virtual machine provides a software abstraction for a real physical machine, which
enables more cost efficient and simple to manage cloud infrastructure. However, VM
consolidation and device virtualization, two key aspects of virtualization, negatively
impact the I/O performance of the applications hosted in the VMs because of the
extra latency caused by the VM scheduling as well as the extra processing required by
the device virtualization layer. At the same time, most modern applications hosted
in the cloud, such as multi-tier web services, big data analytic frameworks, cloud
storage systems, streaming media applications etc., are I/O intensive. So alleviating
the negative impact of virtulization on I/O intensive applications running inside the
VMs is of utmost importance in order to save significant revenue for cloud customers
as well as for the cloud providers. In this dissertation we have presented methods to
improve I/O performance of VMs in cloud environments by o✏oading I/O processing
functionality to the VMM layer.
In chapter 2 we described how the VM consolidation, specifically VM scheduling
delays can negatively a↵ect the transmit path of TCP and proposed vFlood to mitigate this problem. vFlood o✏oads TCP congestion control functionality from the
VM’s TCP stack to the driver domain of the virtualized system. By allowing the VM
to opportunistically flood TCP packets to the driver domain and performing congestion control at the driver domain of the virtualized host, vFlood could e↵ectively mask
the VM scheduling delays for processing incoming TCP acknowledgments and hence
expedite the progress of the TCP connection. This in turn improves throughput of
TCP flows. In the evaluation of vFlood we demonstrated that, with our Xen based
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prototype, we could achieve both significant TCP flow level improvements as well
as improvements for typical cloud based applications. Also we showed that vFlood
causes minimal overhead in terms of CPU utilization at the driver domain while
performing congestion control on behalf of the VMs.
In chapter 3 we discussed a lightweight integrated solution to o✏oad TCP functionality to the driver domain to improve TCP throughput in both transmit and
receive directions. This solution, called vPRO, integrates vFlood we discussed in
chapter 2 with an existing solution named vSnoop, which improves the TCP throughput in receive path by o✏oading the TCP ACK generation functionality to the driver
domain. The integration of vFlood and vSnoop required careful integration of the
state machines used by vFlood and vSnoop. By doing so, we could implement a
lightweight solution which can ensure functional equivalence with a standards compliant TCP implementation for the o✏oaded functionality. In our evaluation of vPRO,
we demonstrated that vPRO could achieve both TCP flow level and application level
improvements while adding minimum overhead to the driver domain.
In chapter 4 we described vPipe, a new programming interface for applications performing data moving operations in virtualized clouds. vPipe mitigates virtualizationrelated performance penalties by shortcutting I/O operations at the driver domain
for such applications. The sources and sinks in the data moving operations supported
by vPipe can be either files or TCP sockets. Our evaluation of Xen based vPipe prototype with microbenchmarks shows that vPipe can improve various data movement
operations between NICs and disks. Also we showed that vPipe can improve performance of typical cloud applications such as web server systems, Apache Hadoop, and
streaming media servers. vPipe requires minimal modifications to existing applications and facilitates simple deployment.
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6.1 Limitations and Future Work
While vFlood, vPRO, and vPipe provide e↵ective solutions to mask the virtualization induced overheads and latency in I/O processing of VMs, they each have
limitations, which pave the way for many possible future extensions.
Interplay with Emerging Hardware

A few techniques have been proposed to

give VMs direct access to specialized hardware (e.g., use of IOMMU-based SR-IOV in
Xen 4.0 and VMDirectPath [91] in VMware vSphere [92]). These techniques lower the
device virtualization overhead by bypassing the driver domain. However, the VMs are
still subjected to VM scheduling delays which cause delays in I/O processing by VMs.
In such settings, we envision implementing vPRO (except the vFlood VM module)
in the hardware itself, thus eliminating the VMM overheads completely. We believe
that the vPRO state machine described Section 2.3 and in Section 3.2 should lend
itself to a scalable hardware implementation.
vPipe faces a di↵erent challenge in the presence of the VMM-bypass I/O devices.
These devices bypass the driver domain and hence it would be difficult to route the
packets towards the shadow socket or access the VM’s storage device interface at the
driver domain to carry out the vPipe operations. [59] also discusses the disadvantages of having such direct access devices when interposition by the driver domain is
necessary to perform functions such as firewalling and rate limiting. An extension to
vPipe to handle this situation would be, programming the hardware to forward the
packets for a matching connection to the driver domain or programming the storage
controller so that the driver domain has access to the storage device – even though
the current versions of hardware do not support this feature.
Interacting with I/O Schedulers at VMM Layer

As we discussed in Chapter

5, some recent e↵orts have focused on improving the I/O scheduler in the VMM or
the driver domain such that the cloud providers can provide QoS guarantees on I/O
to the customers. Current designs of both vFlood and vPRO are agnostic to the
I/O scheduler running in the driver domain. This approach has both advantages
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and disadvantages. The advantage is that, vFlood and vPRO being applicable to
the virtualization platform regardless of the I/O scheduling algorithm. However, the
actions taken by either vFlood or vPRO might violate QoS guarantees provided by
the VMM because both of them are unaware of the QoS rules of the VMM. As an
example, the bu↵er management policies used by the vFlood and vPRO may not
allow the VM to send packets more than the available space in the vFlood bu↵er –
however, the VMM I/O scheduler may allow the VM to send more packets at that
time in order to meet the QoS guarantees. Solving such issues require coordination
between vPRO and the VMM’s I/O scheduler.
vPipe, on the other hand, takes into account the sharing of I/O resources and
driver domain’s CPU and implements its own fairness mechanism. However, we
believe that there is more work to be done in this area, specifically how vPipe can
adhere to the QoS guarantees provided by the VMM I/O scheduler for the o✏oaded
I/O operations.
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